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The present study explores the roles of passive joint attention (JA) and maternal 
behaviours during mother-infant interactions, in explaining individual differences in 
subsequent vocabulary size. JA in infants has been operationally defined in observed settings 
as passive JA which is cognitively simpler or as coordinated JA which requires infants to 
have more developed cognitive skills. A large proportion of the current literature on JA has 
examined coordinated JA in both older infants older than 9 months of age and in younger 
infants below 9 months. As younger infants have less developed cognitive abilities to engage 
in in interactions with others, they are more likely to engage in passive JA than in 
coordinated JA. Thus, maternal contributions to these interactions become more important 
than in interactions with older infants. However, inconsistent findings have been reported in 
research conducted on passive JA in younger infants, therefore the present study will explore 
this.   
Forty-four healthy infants were filmed during toy play with their mothers when they 
were 6 months old. The following variables were coded from the filmed interactions: duration 
of passive JA episodes; number of episodes initiated by maternal attention-following, -
directing, and -redirecting; and average number of maternal attention-sustaining behaviours. 
Parents reported their infants’ vocabularies at 18 months of age using a standardized checklist 
adapted from the MacArthur CDIs (MCDI; Fenson et al., 1994) for Singaporean language use. 
Longer durations of episodes initiated by maternal following and redirecting were related to 
larger vocabularies. Among maternal sustaining behaviours, the average number of animating 
behaviours during episodes initiated by redirecting was related to larger vocabulary. Mother-
infant dyads engaged in longer durations of passive JA if these episodes were more likely to 
be initiated by mothers who followed into their infant’s attention or redirected their infant’s 
attention between objects. In comparison, duration of passive JA was shorter if mothers 
directed their infant’s attention to a new object when the infant was not previously engaged. 
Findings suggest that some types of passive JA episodes are more effective than other types 
in facilitating subsequent word acquisition, depending on how mothers initiated these 
episodes. In addition, vocabulary development does not depend as much on how JA episodes 
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Influence of Maternal Behaviours during Joint Attention at 6 Months on Vocabulary at 
18 Months 
This study sets out to investigate the factors during mother-infant interactions that 
influence infants’ later vocabulary. Specifically, I will examine whether and how joint 
attention interactions and mothers’ behaviours during these interactions are associated with 
later vocabulary size.  
The importance of developing sturdy language fundamentals at an early age cannot be 
overemphasized as this impacts greatly on later cognitive abilities. For example, children who 
were fast at spoken word recognition, good at word-referent mapping, and had above-median 
vocabulary sizes at 25 months scored higher on standardized tests of language, non-verbal 
cognition and working memory when they were 8 years old (Marchman & Fernald, 2008). In 
addition, current literature contends that children’s attainment of early language milestones 
holds favorable outcomes for their more advanced language development later on. Feldman 
and colleagues (2005) found that children’s vocabulary size at 2 years positively predicted 
their scores on standardized tasks of vocabulary, types of words used, and utterance 
complexity during free play at 3 years old. Similarly, slower early language acquisition has 
been associated with poorer subsequent language skills. For instance, Oliver, Dale and 
Plomin (2004) reported that small vocabulary size at ages 2, 3, and 4 years predicted poorer 
language scores on standardized tasks at age 4.5 years. As such, early vocabulary is an 
important milestone to pay attention to. 
Vocabulary typically starts to develop around children’s first birthdays (e.g., Bates, 
1979). However, children do differ substantially in the age of onset of their first words 
(Bloom, 1993). They also vary in terms of the size of their expressive and receptive 
vocabularies (e.g., Bloom, 1993; Smith, Adamson, & Bakeman, 1988; Tamis-LeMonda, 
Cristofaro, Rodriguez, & Bornstein, 2006).  
What accounts for these individual differences in vocabulary? Language acquisition 
involves multiple factors, both from within a child and from the child’s environment. From a 
cognitive perspective, young children’s information processing skills constitute a major 
factor that influences their development of vocabulary. Longitudinal studies have shown that 
individual differences in phonological knowledge, rapid auditory processing, and 




and third years (Benasich & Tallal, 2002; Newman, Bernstein Ratner, Jusczyk, Jusczyk, & 
Dow, 2006; Tsao, Liu, & Kuhl, 2004). Of particular interest to the present research is, 
however, the role that social interaction plays in language acquisition and development.  
A substantial body of research has documented the important role of the social 
environment in infant cognitive development. Specifically, Vygotsky (1934) posited that 
social interaction is fundamental to language development. According to this social 
interactionist perspective, social interactions provide young infants with a social context for 
new communicative forms to first appear and to subsequently develop into more effective 
communicative skills. Bruner (1975) suggested that the act of infants and their caregivers 
sharing attention to objects and events in their environment sets the foundation for early 
language development. This type of interaction is more commonly termed in the literature as 
a joint attention episode.  
Joint Attention 
Joint attention (subsequently referred to as JA) occurs when two persons are 
simultaneously focused on the same object or event. Specifically, a state of JA refers to a 
triadic coordination of attention that involves monitoring another person in relation to oneself, 
an external object or event, and the other person’s attention toward the same object or event 
(Tomasello, 1995).  
Pioneers in the field of JA proposed that infants monitor their partner’s attention by 
observing the direction of their head turns. Scaife and Bruner (1975) carried out the first 
systematic study on infants’ ability to follow adult head turns, and reported that 
approximately 30% of infants aged 2 to 4 months were able to follow adults’ head turns in 
the same directions. Subsequent studies in experimental settings that continued and extended 
the procedure used by Scaife and Bruner (1975) conceptualised JA during infancy in two 
ways: Responding to Joint Attention (RJA; Seibert, Hogan, & Mundy, 1982) and Initiating 
Joint Attention (IJA; Seibert et al., 1982). Studies that measured JA using this experimental 
design have found that infants develop RJA skills at an earlier age than they do IJA skills.  
RJA is defined as an infant’s ability to follow the direction of eye gaze, head-turn, 
and/or pointing gesture of another person (Seibert et al., 1982). Research that measured this 
in manipulated settings has reported that infants as young as 2 to 3 months have an eye 
direction detector (EDD) mechanism that triggers shifts of attention in their eyes, enabling 




Willen, & Driver, 1998; Vecera & Johnson, 1995), and to follow the direction of adults’ head 
turns (D’Entremont, Hains, & Muir, 1997; Hains, D'Entremont, & Muir, 1996; Muir, Hains, 
Cao, & D'Entremont, 1996; Scaife & Bruner, 1975). However, reliable measurement of 
infants’ abilities to follow adult head turns and direction of eye gaze only seems to occur 
when they are between 10 to 12 months (Brooks & Meltzoff, 2005; Corkum & Moore, 1995). 
By 12 to 15 months, infants learn to use the direction of adults’ eye gaze to locate the 
positions of specific targets in the presence of distracter objects (Brooks & Meltzoff, 2002; 
Carpenter, Nagell, Tomasello, Butterworth, & Moore, 1998). In terms of following another 
person’s pointing behaviour, infants at 6 and 9 months are just as likely to fixate on an adult’s 
pointed hand as they are to the pointed target, and only reliably fixate on the pointed target 
instead of the pointed hand at 12 months (Butterworth & Grover, 1988; 1990). 
IJA is defined as an infant’s use of eye contact, head-turns, and/or deictic gestures 
(e.g., pointing or showing) to spontaneously initiate shared attention on the same object with 
a partner (Seibert et al., 1982). Experimental studies have shown that infants start displaying 
declarative gestures to direct the attention of others only after 9 months. They begin showing 
objects to others between 9 and 10 months (Bakeman & Adamson, 1984; Bates, 1979; Bates, 
Camaioni, & Volterra, 1975; Bruner 1977; Carpenter et al., 1998; Ross & Lollis, 1987), and 
begin pointing to objects between 9 and 12 months (Bretherton, McNew, & Beeghly-Smith, 
1981; Carpenter et al., 1998).  
There is another set of literature which has documented JA in naturalistic free play 
settings. In these settings, JA behaviours are observed from caregiver-infant toy-play 
interactions. Bakeman and Adamson (1984) coined the terms passive joint engagement (or 
passive joint attention; passive JA) and coordinated joint engagement (or coordinated joint 
attention; coordinated JA) for these behaviours. In passive JA, both the infant and caregiver 
actively attend to the same object, with the infant mainly focusing on only the object and 
showing little awareness of the caregiver’s participation. During coordinated JA, both the 
infant and caregiver actively attend to the same object, with the infant alternating looks 
between the object and the caregiver, displaying awareness of the caregiver’s presence 
(Bakeman & Adamson, 1984). This way of conceptualising JA draws on infants’ abilities to 
participate in joint engagement. As such, passive JA taps into RJA skills, while coordinated 




Parallel to evidence on RJA and IJA, researchers have found similar developmental 
trajectories for passive and coordinated JA. Passive JA requires the infant to use less 
attentional resources as compared to coordinated JA. As such, it often occurs earlier in 
younger infants around 6 months of age, compared to coordinated JA (Adamson & Bakeman, 
1985; Bakeman & Adamson, 1984; Silven, 2001). In two longitudinal studies on 6 to 18 
month olds, Bakeman and Adamson (1984; 1985) reported that infants at all ages engaged in 
at least one bout of passive JA with their mothers. Furthermore, the length of time infants 
spent in it with their mothers did not change significantly as they became older, indicating 
that this behaviour was already relatively stable at 6 months.    
Most studies on coordinated JA during interactions have found that infants’ abilities 
to alternate gaze between an object and their partner emerge later, between 9 to 11 months 
(e.g., Bretherton et al., 1981; Bruner, 1982; Carpenter et al., 1998; Lempers, 1979; Leung & 
Rheingold, 1981; Murphy & Messer, 1977). Infants’ abilities to engage their partner’s 
attention by showing or pointing to objects also emerge around the same time (Bates et al., 
1975; Bates, 1979; Bruner, 1977; Ross & Lollis, 1987; Bakeman & Adamson, 1984). 
However, some studies have demonstrated an earlier and more gradual emergence of this 
ability. It seems that some infants between 5 and 7 months begin to coordinate their attention 
with their mother or an adult stranger during interactions (Adamson & Bakeman, 1985; 
Bakeman & Adamson, 1984; Legerstee, Markova & Fisher, 2007; Striano & Bertin, 2005).  
Legerstee and colleagues (2007) even observed that more than 50% of these infants, aged 5 to 
7 months, could engage in at least one bout of coordinated JA. Having said that, although 
these studies have observed coordinated JA to occur in early infancy, most studies have 
reported that reliable observation of this form of JA only occurs around 15 months (e.g., 
Bruner, 1982; Bakeman & Adamson, 1984). For example, in a longitudinal study of infants at 
6 and 18 months, the average length of time infants spent with their mothers in coordinated 
JA only exceeded 10% when they were 15 months old (Bakeman & Adamson, 1984). 
Furthermore, it was only at 18 months that all the infants were observed to be engaged in this 
state of JA at least once.  
In general, infants’ abilities to engage in different types of JA emerge at different ages. 
Evidence from experimental studies has documented that infants’ capability to respond to JA 
can be measured from 2 to 3 months onwards (e.g., D’Entremont et al., 1997; Hains et al., 
1996; Muir et al., 1996; Scaife & Bruner, 1975). Since passive JA during naturalistic 




afterwards, around 6 months of age (Adamson & Bakeman, 1985; Bakeman & Adamson, 
1984; Silven, 2001). However, 9 months seems to be the watershed age at which infants 
develop more mature JA skills. As measured in experimental studies, infants’ ability to 
initiate JA with a social partner emerges after 9 months (e.g., Bakeman & Adamson, 1986; 
Bates, 1979; Carpenter et al., 1998). Given that engaging in coordinated JA during 
naturalistic interactions involves both RJA and IJA skills, this form of JA can be observed 
from 9 to 11 months onwards (e.g., Bretherton et al., 1981; Carpenter et al., 1998; Ross & 
Lollis, 1987), although reliable observation only seems to occur around 15 months of age 
(Bakeman & Adamson, 1984). 
As summarised above, infants who are 9 months and older possess more advanced 
skills in engaging in JA with a partner during interactions and should be able to participate in 
both passive JA and coordinated JA. Although some infants who are younger than 9 months 
may be able to engage in coordinated JA, most infants in this age group are not likely to be 
proficient in it. They are likely to rely more on passive JA instead. As such, the review in the 
following sections will discuss the literature on JA, maternal behaviours, and infant 
temperament separately for older and younger infants, distinguishing between “older infants” 
who are aged 9 months or more, and “younger infants” who are below 9 months of age.  
Joint attention and language. As mentioned earlier, early research on JA as a social 
behaviour has examined whether and how JA influences language development in young 
children (Bruner, 1977, 1982; Vygotsky, 1986). Some research has suggested that JA 
activities provide infants with learning opportunities that enhance development in 
communicative and broader cognitive fields, thereby affecting development in the language 
domain (Bruner, 1975; Tomsello & Farrer, 1986; Vibbert & Bornstein, 1989).  
Bruner’s (1985) research has suggested that routine interactions are well-established 
‘formats’ that facilitate language learning by lightening the infant’s burden of determining 
their mother’s focus. These formats also allow the infant to apportion more cognitive 
resources to process language. As infants interact with their mothers during parent-child 
routine interactions over months and years, the structure of these interaction sessions become 
familiar to both parties. For instance, infants understand that during toy play, their mothers 
will introduce toys to them, verbalise about these toys, as well as play with these toys 
together with them. Thus, these routine interactions make it easier for infants to know what 




more meaningful than language used in other contexts. To learn language, an infant has to 
pay attention to the linguistic information in his or her environment to facilitate the pairing of 
words with objects or events. During periods of JA, the infant is presumed to be relatively 
motivated to engage in the activity and is therefore attentive to adult speech (Akhtar, Dunham, 
& Dunham, 1991). As such, when mothers verbalise about an object or event during states of 
JA with their infant, the infant has a higher likelihood of learning the association between 
these words and their corresponding referents.  
Joint attention and language in older infants. Most studies on JA and language have 
been conducted with older infants who have relatively more advanced JA skills – infants who 
are able to participate in both coordinated and passive JA. With regard to coordinated JA, 
Tomasello and Todd (1983) reported the first direct evidence for JA to contribute to 
vocabulary development. The authors showed that individual differences in the ability of 
mother-infant dyads to establish and maintain a joint attentional focus were related to infants’ 
subsequent vocabulary development. They found that infants who engaged in longer 
durations of coordinated JA during play interaction at 12 months had larger vocabularies at 
18 months. Aside from these findings, other observational studies have also supported this 
direction of influence of JA on vocabulary size. Infants who engaged in more coordinated JA 
with their mothers during toy play at 12 to 14 months had larger receptive and expressive 
vocabularies at 12 to 18 months (e.g., Laakso, Poikkeus, Eklund, & Lyytinen, 1999; Rollins, 
2003). 
In contrast, fewer researchers have examined the link between passive JA and 
subsequent vocabulary size in older infants. This is probably because older infants are not 
only proficient at passive JA (Adamson & Bakeman, 1985; Bakeman & Adamson, 1984), but 
also able to engage in coordinated JA (e.g., Carpenter et al., 1998). As such, few studies have 
examined passive JA in such infants. The single study, which has done so, found that passive 
JA at 15 months was related to larger expressive vocabulary at 15 and 18 months (Smith et al., 
1988).  
Aside from studies that used observational methodology, studies that manipulated JA 
have also found a positive correlation between JA and vocabulary size for older infants who 
are able to engage in both RJA and IJA. These studies measured RJA and IJA with 
assessments designed to assess the development of nonverbal communication, such as the 




in infants aged 10 to 18 months positively predicted both receptive vocabulary at 14 to 24 
months (Brooks & Meltzoff, 2005; Mundy, Block, Delgado, Pomares, & Vaughan van Hecke, 
2007; Mundy & Gomes, 1998) and expressive vocabulary at 18 to 30 months (Morales et al., 
2000; Mundy & Gomes, 1998). IJA observed in infants aged 9 to 18 months correlated 
positively with receptive vocabulary at 14 to 24 months and expressive vocabulary at 18 to 
24 months (Mundy et al., 2007; Mundy & Gomes, 1998). In addition, Hirotani and colleagues 
(2009) presented the first event-related potential (ERP) evidence that JA is helpful for word 
learning. They found that infants aged 18 to 21 months displayed an early negativity when 
new words were taught when the experimenter made eye contact with them in a JA condition, 
as compared to a non-JA learning context without eye contact. The observed early negativity 
reflected infants’ recognition of the word-referent relationship between taught words and 
objects. Their results suggested that a shallower level of word processing regarding the form 
of the word, could occur under both JA and non-JA learning conditions. On the other hand, a 
deeper level of processing regarding the semantic and lexical aspects of the word occurred 
only in the JA condition. The authors concluded that JA could strengthen the relation 
between a lexical item and its meaning, hence reinforcing referential knowledge in the 
infant’s mental lexicon. 
Unlike most studies which found a positive correlation between manipulated JA and 
vocabulary size, Salley and Dixon (2007) did not find RJA and IJA to be related to 
concurrent expressive vocabulary at 21 months of age. The authors suggested that RJA and 
IJA skills were fully developed by 21 months, such that they no longer had predictive utility 
in explaining the variance in vocabulary size.   
Joint attention and language in younger infants. Relatively less research on JA and 
vocabulary size has been conducted with younger infants – those who engage primarily in 
passive (rather than coordinated) JA. With regard to coordinated JA, only one study has 
examined the link between coordinated JA and word learning in this age group. Saxon (1997) 
reported that coordinated JA observed during mother-infant interaction at 6 months, but not at 
8 months, was related to larger expressive vocabulary at 17 and 24 months. The author 
suggested that earlier abilities to engage in JA played an important role in later language 
competence. However, it is not clear how the influence of coordinated JA at 6 months on 




With regard to passive JA, there is a scarcity of research on this form of JA with 
younger infants, as is the case with older infants. In fact, no study has examined passive JA in 
infants younger than 9 months, where passive JA involves infants showing little awareness of 
their partner’s participation during mutual engagement with a common object while 
interacting (Bakeman & Adamson, 1984). There was, however, a study that looked at a state 
of interaction that was closest to this definition of passive JA. Silven (2001) examined 
symmetrical patterns of communication, where mother-infant dyads sat facing each other 
during toy-play interactions and were mutually engaged with the same object. The author did 
not find an association between these symmetrical states at 3 and 6 months with vocabulary 
size at 12 months.  
Although there is a lack of support for the link between JA and vocabulary size in 
observational studies with younger infants, experimental studies have found that RJA 
facilitates vocabulary development. For instance, RJA, whether measured by the ESCS or by 
other experimental methods, in infants at 6 to 9 months has been found to be associated with 
larger receptive vocabulary measured at 12 to 24 months (Morales, Mundy, & Rojas, 1998; 
Mundy et al., 2007) and larger expressive vocabulary measured at 18 to 30 months (Morales 
et al., 1998; Morales et al., 2000; Mundy et al., 2007). There is no study that has examined 
IJA skills in these younger infants, possibly due to established findings that few infants at this 
age will be able to initiate joint engagement with their caregivers (e.g., Bakeman & Adamson, 
1984; Carpenter et al., 1998).  
In sum, there is overwhelming evidence that JA measured during older infancy is 
beneficial for the development of infants’ vocabulary. Studies that examined coordinated JA 
(Laakso et al., 1999; Rollins, 2003; Tomasello & Todd, 1983), passive JA (Smith et al., 1988), 
as well as RJA (Brooks & Meltzoff, 2005; Morales et al., 2000; Mundy et al., 2007; Mundy 
& Gomes, 1998) and IJA (Mundy et al., 2007; Mundy & Gomes, 1998) have generally found 
these behaviours to be associated with larger vocabularies. Only one study with older infants 
did not find a link between RJA and IJA with vocabulary size (Salley & Dixon, 2007). On the 
other hand, the relatively fewer studies on younger infants have presented mixed findings. 
Although studies on experimental JA have found that RJA is related to larger vocabulary 
(Morales et al., 1998; Morales et al., 2000; Mundy et al., 2007), this direction of influence is 
not as clear in observational studies. There is only one study that has examined coordinated 
JA in younger infants and found coordinated JA at 6, but not at 8 months, to be positive 




approximation of passive JA did not find it to be related to vocabulary size (Silven, 2001). As 
such, there is a need to explore further the link between passive JA which is primarily 
observed in younger infants with these infants’ subsequent vocabulary size.  
Maternal Behaviour 
Engaging in coordinated or passive JA is a social activity that requires both the infant 
and his or her caregiver to partake in. Some developmental theories have proposed that active 
collaboration with social partners of more sophisticated social and cognitive abilities is 
essential to an infant’s cognitive development (e.g., Kaye, 1982; Vygotsky, 1978). Bakeman 
and Adamson (1984) support this with their findings that infants aged 6 to 18 months old 
engaged in more coordinated and passive JA when they played with their mothers and adult 
strangers, than when they played with peers of the same age.  As such, the amount of JA that 
infants participate in during interactions depends largely on the motivations and skills of their 
social partners. 
The tendency for younger infants to be more passive partners in dyadic interactions 
(compared to older infants), coupled with established findings that RJA skills emerge earlier 
than IJA skills (e.g., Bakeman & Adamson, 1986; D’Entremont et al., 1997), indicate that 
younger infants are more likely to respond to rather than actively initiate episodes of JA with 
a social partner. Thus, these infants are likely to engage in more bouts of passive JA than 
coordinated JA. According to Vygotsky’s (1934, 1978) social interactionist perspective, 
successful collaborative interactions are fostered when the socially more mature partner 
accommodates the less experienced one. In other words, interaction with a more passive 
partner, such as an infant under 9 months of age, is likely to be facilitated by a partner who is 
more verbally and physically active. It is reasonable to expect the adult partner (e.g., mother) 
to play a larger role than the infant in initiating and sustaining JA. Therefore, it is especially 
relevant to examine maternal contribution to interactions when looking at younger infants 
who engage more in passive JA.  
Maternal behaviour and joint attention. To maintain social interaction, both parties, 
in this case a mother and her infant, have to continuously attend to the same event or object. 
But sustaining this behaviour can impose a load on a young infant’s cognitive system. 
According to the limited capacity model of cognitive processing (Rocissano & Yatchmink, 
1983), an infant’s limited cognitive capacities make it difficult for him or her to focus on 




evaluation of the relation between his or her mother and the object of focus before 
formulating a response to the situation. This makes it important for the mother to adjust her 
behaviours to accommodate her infant’s developing cognitive capacities during interactions.  
Cohen’s (1973) research on infant attention differentiated getting an infant’s attention 
from holding his or her attention. Initially, an infant’s attention can be attracted by an object 
or by his or her mother. However, when his or her attention wanes, it is his or her mother 
(rather than the object) who continues to maintain his or her attention through her behaviours. 
Within the context of mother-infant interaction, mothers can employ a variety of interactive 
strategies to engage in and sustain JA with their infants. 
Attention-switching and -following behaviours. Most studies on maternal behaviours 
have been conducted in naturalistic settings, and have examined strategies that help infants 
engage in coordinated or passive JA. For instance, mothers may engage in verbal and 
nonverbal attempts to direct or follow the infant’s attention and behaviour (e.g., Della Corte, 
Benedict, & Klein, 1983). In most studies, these behaviours are coded every time they occur 
throughout the entire duration of the interaction. Consistent with the limited capacity model 
of cognitive processing, Tomasello and Todd (1983) proposed an attention-mapping 
hypothesis that caregivers and infants engage in JA using a combination of two interactional 
styles: attention-switching and attention-following. According to their hypothesis, attention-
switching occurs when mothers attempt to switch infants’ attention to a new object, away 
from what the infants were initially focused on. At this moment, mothers’ utterances tend to 
refer to new objects or actions that infants are not focused on. As such, infants may encounter 
difficulty in associating these words with the correct referent objects or actions, and may 
instead link them to the object they were initially focused on. Given their still-developing 
cognitive pool of resources, infants’ attempts to shift their attention away from their previous 
focus and determine the new referent object can be taxing for them. This makes it more 
difficult for them to establish JA with their mother. In addition, they may not have sufficient 
attentional resources to process their mother’s verbalizations about the new object. This could 
hinder their understanding of adult speech in that specific JA context, and affect subsequent 
lexical acquisition. During attention-following, mothers notice what their infant is paying 
attention to and follow into their focus of attention on the object. Subsequently, infants do not 
have to actively expend excess attention to determine the new referent object, and it becomes 




produce utterances related to the object of common focus, infants may find it easier to map 
speech in their environment onto the relevant object, thereby facilitating word acquisition. 
Attention-switching behaviour and joint attention in older infants. To support this 
hypothesis, Tomasello and Todd (1983) found that with regard to attention-switching 
behaviour, mothers’ use of verbal and nonverbal switching was negatively correlated with 
coordinated JA in older infants at 12 months. However, other studies that have examined 
infants in the same age range do not support this hypothesis. For example, mothers’ verbal 
and nonverbal attempts to switch their child’s attention to a new object at 14 and 18 months 
were not related to concurrent and later coordinated JA (Laakso et al., 1999; Tomasello, 
1995).  
The only study that examined attention-switching during an interaction that is closest 
in definition to passive JA was conducted by Silven (2001). The author found mothers’ 
verbal and nonverbal active engagement of their infants’ attention at 6 months to be related to 
shorter durations of concurrent passive JA episodes. 
Attention-switching behaviour and joint attention in younger infants. Research with 
younger infants has documented mixed findings on the link between attention-switching and 
observed JA. For example, Saxon (1997) reported that maternal verbal redirecting from one 
object to another object at 6 months was positively correlated with concurrent coordinated JA. 
However, the same study also found that redirecting was not related to coordinated JA in 
infants aged 8 months. In addition, Saxon, Frick and Colombo (1997) also found that 
mothers’ verbal and nonverbal attention-switching at 6 and 8 months was not related to 
concurrent JA. One reason for this difference in the direction of influence with infants at 6 
months could be that Saxon (1997) only measured verbal redirecting whereas Saxon and 
colleagues (1997) measured both verbal and nonverbal switching behaviours. Furthermore, 
Saxon (1997) operationalised redirecting as mothers’ attempts to switch their infant’s 
attention from one object to another. In comparison, Saxon and colleagues (1997) included 
all switching behaviours, regardless of whether the child was looking at a specific object or 
not fixated on any object before the switch. Perhaps differentiating between different forms 
of attention-switching strategies may shed light on these different findings. Taken together, 
these studies suggest that shifting infants’ attention to a new object does not discourage 




Attention-following behaviour and joint attention in older infants. With regard to the 
attention-mapping hypothesis about attention-following, Tomasello (1995) reported that older 
infants aged 18- to 24-month-old engaged in more coordinated JA when caregiver attention 
followed into the child’s already established focus of attention (as compared to when 
caregivers directed their child towards a new focus of attention). Another study also found 
that 10-month-olds engaged in more concurrent coordinated JA if their mothers followed and 
maintained their infants’ focus of attention (Legerstee et al., 2007). No study has examined 
maternal attention-following during passive JA with older infants.  
Attention-following behaviour and joint attention in younger infants. However, 
evidence on younger infants does not seem to support Tomasello and Todd’s hypothesis on 
attention-following (1983). For infants aged 5 to 8 months old, maternal verbal and nonverbal 
following was not related to the amount of coordinated JA that mother-infant dyads engaged 
in (Legerstee et al., 2007; Saxon, 1997; Saxon et al., 1997). From these results, it seems that 
maternal attention-following may not affect coordinated JA in younger infants, unlike with 
their older counterparts. When mothers follow into their child’s focus on an object, they will 
also be focused on the same object, and this situation is, by definition, a state of JA between 
both parties. Perhaps younger infants have yet to gain a sturdy control over their attention 
span. If so, not all following behaviours may be able to engage them in a state of parallel 
attention for long enough to be considered a JA episode, which is usually defined as shared 
focus on a common object between both parties for at least two to three seconds. This might 
explain why mothers’ following behaviour with younger infants did not have an impact on JA. 
No research with younger infants has been conducted on mothers’ attention-following 
behaviour during passive JA.  
In sum, it is not clear if maternal switching necessarily impedes infants’ engagement 
in coordinated JA, as this could be due to the different ways switching was defined in various 
studies. With older infants, while there is some support for the hypothesis that switching 
behaviours do not encourage JA (Tomasello & Todd, 1983), there are also studies that did not 
find any link between switching and JA (Laakso et al., 1999; Tomasello, 1995). Fewer 
studies have been conducted with younger infants and their findings do not support the 
hypothesis either. One study found a positive correlation between maternal switching and 
coordinated JA (Saxon, 1997), whereas another did not find any relationship between the two 
(Saxon et al., 1997). Mothers’ following behaviour and coordinated JA have been found to be 




relationship has been found for younger infants (Legerstee et al., 2007; Saxon, 1997; Saxon 
et al., 1997).  
Regardless of age, researchers have not looked at mothers’ switching and following 
strategies during interactions previously described as passive JA. Only one study has 
examined an approximation of passive JA and found it to be negatively related to switching 
behaviour in older infants (Silven, 2001). As described earlier, it is especially relevant to 
examine passive JA interactions when conducting research with younger infants. This is 
because younger infants tend to be less able to contribute as much as older infants to dyadic 
interactions, thus mothers’ contributions to the interaction become more essential. Given the 
relatively fewer studies on younger infants, and the lack of research on passive JA, it will be 
of interest to explore different maternal switching and following behaviours in the context of 
passive JA in younger infants.   
Attention-sustaining behaviours. Although most studies have operationalised 
maternal strategies in terms of attention-switching and -following, other studies have looked 
at maternal behaviours that help to sustain infants’ attention during JA interactions. Some 
studies have reported that mothers who continued to interact with their infant after already 
gaining their infant’s attention, managed to engage their infant in more JA activities and for a 
longer period of time (Raver & Leadbeater, 1995; Saxon & Reilly, 1999). Examples of such 
attention-sustaining maternal behaviours include introducing or showing toys to the infant, 
pointing to objects, demonstrating how to play with the toy, guiding the infant in playing with 
the toys, and verbalising about the toy (e.g., Adamson & Bakeman, 1985; Gaffan, Martins, 
Healy, & Murray, 2010). In most studies, these behaviours are often grouped together as a 
single variable of maternal behaviour. So far, only one study has classified these behaviours, 
as teaching or entertaining behaviours (Gaffan et al., 2010). Teaching behaviours included 
pointing, demonstrating a toy, verbal directives and guiding; entertaining behaviours 
included showing a toy, teasing the infant’s body with a toy, and animating a toy. 
Attention-sustaining behaviours and joint attention in older infants. In older infants, 
Vaughan and colleagues (2003) found that mothers’ attention-sustaining behaviours observed 
during interactions at 9 months were positively correlated with infants’ IJA skills at 12 
months. Furthermore, their study is the only one that has examined these behaviours in the 
context of passive JA. Their results showed that mothers’ attention-sustaining behaviours at 9 




Attention-sustaining behaviours and joint attention in younger infants. Studies with 
younger infants have found maternal sustaining behaviours such as showing, demonstrating, 
pointing and verbal elaborations about a toy during play interactions at 5 months to be 
associated with infants’ concurrent and later ability to sustain attention on objects for a longer 
period of time at 5 and 8 months (Findji, Pêcheux, & Ruel, 1993; Pêcheux, Findji, & Ruel, 
1992). As mentioned earlier, Gaffan and colleagues (2010) explored whether different 
categories of mothers’ sustaining behaviours during interactions influenced JA. In their study, 
mothers who displayed more teaching behaviours at 6 months, engaged in longer durations of 
coordinated JA at 9 months, whereas entertaining behaviours did not affect JA. Perhaps 
mothers who encouraged their infant to play with the toy managed to maintain their infant’s 
interest on the toy for a longer time, thus fostering JA. On the other hand, when mothers used 
the toy to distract, amuse or stimulate their infant, it may be that infants were only engaged in 
the JA episode for as long as their mother continued to entertain them with the same toy. The 
duration in which mothers entertained their infant with different toys may have also varied: 
This may explain why entertaining behaviours did not affect JA duration.  
In sum, earlier studies did not differentiate among many categories of attention-
sustaining behaviours, if any (Findji et al., 1993; Pêcheux et al., 1992; Vaughan et al., 2003); 
and only one study has grouped them as teaching or entertaining behaviours (Gaffan et al., 
2010). Thus, it would be interesting to explore more global categories, such as nonverbal and 
verbal behaviours, that might relate to JA differently from the categories examined in 
previous studies (e.g., Gaffan, 2010).  
Maternal behaviour and language. Past studies have documented that maternal 
behaviours during interaction are critical for JA development, and that early JA skills can 
affect later language. Thus, maternal behaviours can be expected to influence early language 
development. Indeed, the role of mothers’ physical and verbal behaviours in supporting their 
child’s progress in language has been well examined.  
Attention-switching and -following behaviours. As described earlier, vocabulary 
development can be affected by attention-switching and -following during JA interactions, as 
proposed in Tomasello and Todd’s hypothesis (1983). Maternal switching has been shown to 
relate to engagement in coordinated and passive JA, which are in turn, related to vocabulary 
development. As such, attention-switching behaviour is also expected to be linked to lexical 




referent objects or actions that they are not focused on (Tomasello & Todd, 1983), and this 
may affect subsequent lexical acquisition.  
Attention-switching behaviours and language in older infants. Research in support of 
this perspective has mostly examined older infants between the ages of 12 and 23 months. In 
these studies, the more often mothers switched their infant’s attention to a new object, the 
smaller their infant’s subsequent vocabularies (Sung & Hsu, 2009; Tomasello & Farrer, 1986; 
Tomasello & Todd, 1983), and the slower their syntactic development (Harris, Jones, 
Brookes, & Grant, 1986). 
However, some researchers have reported that attention-switching behaviours with 
older infants may not necessarily have negative implications for vocabulary development 
(Akhtar et al., 1991; Laakso et al., 1999; Sung & Hsu, 2009). These studies did not find 
attention-switching behaviour to be related to vocabulary size. For instance, Laakso and 
colleagues (1999) found that maternal redirecting of infants’ attention from one object to 
another at 14 months was not related to concurrent parent-reported vocabulary or to 
vocabulary measured using a standardised task at 18 and 30 months. In their study, maternal 
redirection was coded during an ‘optimal’ three-minute period (out of the entire ten-minute 
parent-child interaction) where the child was focused on a toy, and both mother and child 
were in contact with each other and could be seen within the camera frame. This is in 
comparison to other studies that assessed maternal switching behaviour throughout the entire 
duration of the interaction (Harris et al., 1986; Sung & Hsu, 2009; Tomasello & Farrer, 1986; 
Tomasello & Todd, 1983). The selection of a short three-minute window could have 
accounted for the low frequency (mean of 1.85 redirections) and variance (standard deviation 
of 1.60) of the redirecting behaviours observed, which could have contributed to their null 
results.  
Attention-switching behaviours and language in younger infants. The few studies 
linking attention-switching and vocabulary in younger infants have findings that are 
consistent with each other. For example, Silven (2001) found that mothers’ efforts to switch 
their infant’s attention to a new object at 3 months were not related to infants’ vocabulary 
size at 12 months. In another study, maternal redirecting from one object to another object at 
6 and 8 months was also not associated with vocabulary at 17 and 24 months (Saxon, 1997). 
These findings suggest that maternal behaviours that shift younger infants’ attention do not 




Based on the literature covering the influence of maternal attention-switching on 
vocabulary development, a possible explanation for the mixed findings could lie in the 
different ways these studies defined attention-switching. Most studies that measured 
attention-switching have defined it as mothers’ attempts to get their infant to look at a new 
object, regardless of whether the infant was initially focused on another object or not focused 
on anything. Such attention-switching behaviour was found to be related to smaller 
vocabularies in some studies (Harris et al., 1986; Tomasello & Farrer, 1986; Tomasello & 
Todd, 1983) and not related to vocabulary size in others (Akhtar et al., 1991; Silven, 2001). 
The ambiguous contexts in which these switching behaviours occurred could be a 
contributing factor to the mixed findings, suggesting that switching behaviours in different 
situations may relate differently to word learning. There are, however, other studies that have 
dichotomised the definition of attention-switching into directing – where mothers directed 
infants’ attention to an object when infants were not engaged with any prior objects; and 
redirecting – where mothers switched infants’ attention from one object to another object. 
Some studies on maternal attention-redirecting did not find redirecting to be related to 
vocabulary (Laakso et al., 1999; Saxon, 1997). In another study, Sung and Hsu (2009) 
compared directing behaviour with redirecting behaviour, and found that directing was not 
related to vocabulary size whereas redirecting was related to smaller vocabulary. Clearly, 
directing and redirecting behaviours are not equivalent, but only one study (Sung & Hsu, 
2009) has systematically compared them in their sample of older infants. Thus, it will be of 
interest to explore both of these behaviours in relation to vocabulary development in younger 
infants.  
Just as maternal following affects JA in older infants, it is also expected to influence 
word acquisition. Research has suggested that early lexical development is facilitated during 
interactions in which the caregiver follows rather than switches the infant’s focus of attention. 
For example, Dunham, Dunham, and Curwin (1993) conducted a study where an 
experimenter labelled a novel object with a novel label dodo in either an attention-following 
or attention-switching condition during a play session. They found that 18-month-olds were 
more likely to correctly identify the novel object when the novel label was introduced when 
the infant was focused on the target object, compared to when the infant was focused on an 
alternative object. According to Tomasello and Todd’s (1983) hypothesis, maternal attention-
following makes it easier for infants to understand speech in their environment that is 




Attention-following behaviours and language in older infants. Some observational 
studies conducted with older infants have found maternal attention-following strategies to be 
positively related to children’s later vocabulary size (Akhtar, et al., 1991; Dunham & 
Dunham, 1992; Harris et al., 1986; Sung & Hsu, 2009; Tomasello & Farrer, 1986).  
There is only one study that did not find mothers’ following behaviour to be linked to 
vocabulary. Tomasello and Todd (1983) did not find mothers’ following behaviour when 
infants were 12 months old to be associated with vocabulary size at 18 months. A closer 
examination of this study reveals that the sample comprised only six infants, suggesting that 
their results could have been due to a lack of statistical power.  
Attention-following behaviours and language in younger infants. With regard to 
younger infants, only one study on attention-following behaviour and vocabulary size has 
been conducted in this age group. Saxon (1997) reported that maternal following with infants 
at 6 and 8 months was not related to later vocabulary size at 17 and 24 months. Parallel to the 
lack of association with JA, perhaps word acquisition in younger infants is not particularly 
facilitated when mothers follow into their infants’ focus of attention.  
To summarise, maternal switching and following behaviours do not seem to influence 
vocabulary development in the same way with older and younger infants. Research with older 
infants has documented mixed findings in the way mothers’ switching and following 
behaviours are associated with word learning.  Switching behaviour has been found to be 
either negatively related (Harris et al., 1986; Sung & Hsu, 2009; Tomasello & Farrer, 1986; 
Tomasello & Todd, 1983) or not related to vocabulary size (Akhtar et al., 1991; Laakso et al., 
1999; Sung & Hsu, 2009). Following behaviour has generally been found to be positively 
related to vocabulary (Akhtar et al., 1991; Dunham & Dunham, 1992; Dunham et al., 1993; 
Harris et al., 1986; Sung & Hsu, 2009; Tomasello & Farrer, 1986), except for one study that 
did not find an association (Tomasello & Todd, 1983).  On the other hand, studies with 
younger samples have not found these maternal behaviours to be related to subsequent 
vocabulary size (Saxon, 1997; Silven, 2001). This is not conclusive since only two studies 
have examined younger infants. As such, there is a need to conduct further research on the 
influence of mothers’ following behaviour and different types of switching behaviours on 




Attention-sustaining behaviours. Apart from the literature on maternal switching and 
following, some research has focused on the relationship between maternal attention-
sustaining behaviours and vocabulary development in both older and younger infants.  
Attention-sustaining behaviours and language in older infants. Older infants, aged 
between 9 to 23 months, whose mothers engaged in more verbal elaborations about toys, as 
well as more nonverbal behaviours, had larger vocabularies in their second year (Karrass, 
Braungart-Rieker, Mullins, & Lefever, 2002; Rollins, 2003; Stevens, Blake, Vitale, & 
Macdonald, 1998; Sung & Hsu, 2009; Tamis-LeMonda & Bornstein, 1989). However, there 
is some research with older infants that suggest that sustaining behaviours may not benefit 
vocabulary development. For example, mothers’ nonverbal behaviours (i.e., toy-showing, 
toy-demonstrating, pointing, assisting infant with exploring a toy) with their 9-to 12-month-
old infants did not affect infants’ subsequent vocabulary size at 12 to 15 months (Karrass et 
al., 2002; Stevens et al., 1998).  
Attention-sustaining behaviours and language in younger infants. Similar to research 
with older infants, studies with younger infants have also found inconsistent results. For 
example, mothers’ nonverbal and verbal behaviours such as toy-showing and demonstrating, 
pointing, guiding, and descriptions of toys, when infants were 4 to 5 months old, were related 
to larger vocabularies at 12 to 13 months (Ruddy & Bornstein, 1982; Tamis-LeMonda & 
Bornstein, 1989). There is, however, one study that did not find nonverbal and verbal 
maternal behaviours at 4 and 8 months to be associated with infants’ vocabulary size at 12 
months (Karrass et al., 2002).  
In sum, research has shown that mothers’ nonverbal and verbal attention-sustaining 
behaviours may or may not influence infants’ word learning. With older infants, there is 
evidence that these behaviours are beneficial to vocabulary development (Karrass et al., 2002; 
Rollins, 2003; Stevens et al., 1998; Sung & Hsu, 2009; Tamis-LeMonda & Bornstein, 1989) 
but there are also findings that these behaviours do not affect vocabulary size (Karrass et al., 
2002; Stevens et al., 1998). This pattern of results is also seen in research with younger 
infants, in that attention-sustaining behaviours facilitate word learning in some studies 
(Ruddy & Bornstein, 1982; Tamis-LeMonda & Bornstein, 1989), but are not related to 
vocabulary size in others (Karrass et al., 2002). These findings suggest that maternal 
attention-sustaining behaviours do not interfere negatively with infants’ word learning. In 




relate to coordinated JA, passive JA and vocabulary size, but no research has looked at these 
sustaining behaviours in relation to both JA and vocabulary development in the same study. It 
is thus of interest to explore these variables together. 
The Present Study 
The aim of the current study is thus to explore the role of passive JA during mother-
infant toy-play interactions at 6 months and the role of mothers’ behaviours during these 
interactions, in explaining individual differences in vocabulary size at 18 months. The 
motivation behind this research question is driven by the different types of behaviours that 
mothers display to engage and sustain their infant’s attention during interactions. Specifically, 
the existing literature is especially ambiguous regarding maternal behaviours that switch 
infants’ attention to a new focus. Various studies have defined this behaviour differently and 
it is unclear how switching behaviour actually relates to both engagement in JA and 
vocabulary development. It is important to tease apart the different ways in which mothers 
shift their infants’ attention as these different behaviours may affect JA and vocabulary size 
differently. Furthermore, research linking observational JA, maternal switching and following 
behaviours and vocabulary development seems to have documented dissimilar findings for 
older and younger infants. However, there are too few studies on younger infants to draw 
firm conclusions, thus it is important to contribute to the small pool of research on passive JA, 
maternal behaviours and vocabulary development during early infancy. Therefore, the current 
research will examine whether and how mothers’ attention-following behaviour, different 
attention-switching behaviour and attention-sustaining behaviours in the context of passive 
JA, as well as passive JA interactions may be associated with subsequent vocabulary size in a 
sample of younger infants.  
Issues to address. Before describing the study in greater detail, this section 
summarises how the current study will address some issues observed from existing literature. 
First, the bulk of research on JA in relation to maternal behaviours and vocabulary 
development has been conducted with older infants aged 9 months and above. Only a handful 
of studies have looked at JA during early infancy. These studies have operationalised JA in 
terms of RJA skills in experimental studies (Morales et al., 1998; Morales et al., 2000; 
Mundy et al., 2007), or in terms of the frequency and duration of coordinated JA episodes in 
observational studies (Findji et al., 1993; Gaffan et al., 2010; Legerstee et al., 2007; Pêcheux 




As reviewed earlier, the emergence of passive JA and coordinated JA during mother-
infant interaction occurs at different ages. Passive JA seems to be relatively stable from 6 
months onwards (Adamson & Bakeman, 1985; Bakeman & Adamson, 1984), whereas 
coordinated JA is more reliably measured between 10 to 15 months (Adamson & Bakeman, 
1985; Bakeman & Adamson, 1984; Bruner, 1982). When examining younger infants, it may 
be more relevant to measure the occurrence of passive JA instead of coordinated JA as 
younger infants are more likely to be able to engage in passive JA. Surprisingly, only one 
study has looked at passive JA in young 6-month-old infants (Silven, 2001). Hence, the 
current study will examine passive JA in interactions between mothers and their 6-month-old 
infants.   
The second issue to address in this research is the different styles of maternal 
attention-shifting behaviours. Tomasello and Todd’s (1983) attention-mapping hypothesis 
proposed that caregivers and infants engage in JA using a combination of two interactional 
styles – attention-following and attention-switching. They defined attention-switching as 
behaviours that “request, direct, or manipulate the child’s attention or behaviour” (Tomasello 
& Todd, 1983, p. 202). Subsequent studies that measured attention-switching maternal 
behaviours generally described it as mothers’ attempts to get their infant to look at a new 
object, away from what the infant was looking at previously. However, this definition may be 
too broad as there are two possible scenarios that can occur before the mother tries to get her 
infant to look at a new object. In one scenario, the infant could be staring into space and not 
be looking or attending to a specific object (e.g., the infant may be looking at the wall or the 
carpet), when the mother gets him or her to look at a new object. In the other scenario, the 
infant could be looking at a specific object before the mother gets him or her to look at a new 
object.  
The original concept of attention-switching did not make a distinction between the 
two possible scenarios (Tomasello & Todd, 1983). Furthermore, many studies that examined 
this form of maternal behaviour have defined it as occurring when the child is not engaged in 
any object or actions (e.g., Sung & Hsu, 2009), or when the child is looking at a specific 
object (e.g., Dunham et al., 1993; Laakso et al., 1999; Saxon, 1997; Sung & Hsu, 2009), or 
when it is a combination of both scenarios (e.g., Akhtar et al., 1991; Saxon et al., 1997; 
Tomasello & Farrer, 1986; Tomsello & Todd, 1983). Only the study by Sung and Hsu (2009) 
compared maternal introducing (the child was not focused on any object) against maternal 




aged 13 to 23 months. Although mothers’ behaviours may be relatively more crucial for 
facilitating JA engagement in younger infants (who have less advanced JA skills than older 
infants), there is no study that has differentiated maternal switching behaviours in this age 
group. As such, the current study will distinguish maternal directing from maternal 
redirecting. In maternal directing, mothers direct their infant’s attention to an object when 
the infant is not looking at anything specific before that. In contrast, in maternal redirecting, 
mothers redirect their infant’s attention from one object to another. 
Third, this research will contribute to an issue of methodology regarding the 
measurement of maternal behaviours. In most studies that measured the frequency of 
maternal following and switching, these behaviours were coded for every occurrence 
throughout the full duration of the interaction session (e.g., Akhtar et al., 1991; Laakso et al., 
1999; Tomasello & Farrer, 1986). This is regardless of whether the behaviour happened 
outside of, at the start of, or during a JA episode. What if these maternal behaviours were 
coded only during specific parts of a JA episode? Since a JA episode refers to a period of 
time when both mother and infant are simultaneously attending to the same object, perhaps 
these maternal behaviours can be coded only when they trigger the start of JA episodes. Only 
one study has measured the percentage of JA episodes that were initiated by a caregiver 
either following or switching the infant’s attention (Vaughan et al., 2003). However, the 
authors aggregated this switch variable together with toy-show and toy-demonstrate variables 
to create an overall caregiver-scaffolding variable. Will there be any implications on JA 
episodes or infants’ language development when an episode is initiated by maternal following, 
directing or redirecting? It may be possible that the different strategies that mothers use to get 
their infant to engage in JA may be related to the duration of that episode or to infants’ word-
learning process. Currently, no research has examined whether maternal following and 
switching behaviours that initiate JA are associated with infants’ vocabulary size.  
In addition, studies on maternal behaviours during interactions have independently 
examined following and switching behaviours from attention-sustaining behaviours. 
Consistent with Cohen’s (1973) research that getting an infant’s attention is different from 
sustaining that attention, it will be of interest to explore whether mothers’ behaviours that 
initiate and sustain JA episodes are related. As such, the current study will code following 
and switching behaviours only when they trigger the start of a JA episode, as well as 
differentiate maternal behaviours that initiate passive JA (e.g., following, directing, 




On a related note, measuring maternal initiating behaviours gives rise to different 
types of JA episodes, where each type is initiated by different behaviours – following, 
directing or redirecting. Categorising the different ways that episodes can be initiated 
explores the possibility that the nature of these different types of episodes may differ from 
one another. This leads to the question of how the nature of JA episodes can be quantified. 
Observational studies that examined passive JA or coordinated JA during toy-play 
interactions have operationalised JA in terms of the number of times JA episodes occurred 
and/or the total duration of JA episodes (e.g., Tomasello & Todd, 1983; Saxon, 1997). Given 
that the current study will explore the number of times that different maternal behaviours 
initiate JA episodes, measuring the frequency of these JA episodes will be redundant. Thus it 
is more relevant to measure the duration of each of these types of episodes that were initiated 
by following, directing or redirecting.  
Variables to examine. In the current study, maternal initiating behaviours can be 
categorised as following, directing, or redirecting. Similarly, JA episodes initiated by these 
behaviours can be classified as follow-episodes, direct-episodes and redirect-episodes, 
respectively, from which the total durations of follow-, direct-, and redirect-episodes can be 
derived. As outlined from the start, it is important to explore the factors that contribute to 
larger vocabularies. However, the literature concerning the impact of JA engagement on 
vocabulary development in younger infants is scant and not conclusive. Therefore, the current 
research will examine the link between the total duration of different types of JA episodes at 
6 months and infants’ subsequent vocabulary size at 18 months. 
 After establishing whether the durations of different types of episodes are related to 
vocabulary size, investigating how these different types of episodes vary from one another 
may shed light on the conditions or behaviours that lengthen the duration of episodes that are 
more effective for word learning. Thus, it is of interest to determine the factors that contribute 
to the total duration of these different types of JA episodes.  
Keeping in mind the various maternal behaviours discussed so far, mothers can 
prolong the duration of JA episodes by producing more sustaining behaviours during these 
episodes. Mothers can also contribute to longer total episode duration by initiating more 
episodes. Most studies on sustaining behaviours have examined the total number of 
behaviours in relation to the total duration of JA episodes (Findji et al., 1993; Gaffan et al., 




of episode may be influenced by the number of those types of episodes. In other words, the 
total number of sustaining behaviours in each type of episode may be a function of the 
number of times mothers initiated that type of episode. It is possible that the greater the 
number of times mothers initiate JA using a particular strategy (following, directing or 
redirecting), the greater the total number of sustaining behaviours displayed during episodes 
initiated by the same strategy. For instance, a mother who initiated eight episodes by 
following may display more follow-sustaining behaviours as compared to a mother who only 
initiated two episodes by following. Conversely, a very active mother may display more 
sustaining behaviours during two episodes than a less active mother who may only display a 
few of these behaviours throughout eight episodes. Thus, the number of sustaining 
behaviours may not be independent of the number of initiating behaviours.  
To dissociate the effects of the total number of sustaining behaviours from the number 
of episodes that were initiated by the same strategy, analyses in the current study will focus 
on a single episode instead. The relationship between the total number of sustaining 
behaviours and the total duration of episodes can be extended by analysing whether the 
number of sustaining behaviours in a single episode (derived from averaging the total number 
of sustaining behaviours by the number of episodes) is related to the duration of only that 
episode. Therefore, the current study will examine the relationship between the average 
number of sustaining behaviours produced during each of the different types of JA episodes 
and the average duration of different types of episodes initiated by the same strategy.  
The total duration of JA episodes can be prolonged if mothers engage in more 
episodes with their infants. In the current study, maternal following, directing and redirecting 
behaviours were measured differently from other studies in that these behaviours were 
measured only when they initiated a JA episode, whereas previous studies measured every 
occurrence of these behaviours whether or not they occurred within or outside of a JA 
episode.  
Previous studies on maternal following and switching with younger infants found that 
following behaviour did not influence engagement in JA (Legerstee et al., 2007; Saxon, et al., 
1997), and that switching behaviour either facilitated (Saxon, 1997) or did not influence JA 
(Saxon et al, 1997). These past studies have measured following and switching behaviours 
with respect to the total duration of all JA episodes throughout the interaction session. Due to 
the different way these behaviours will be operationalised, the current study will extend 




the total duration of different types of episodes that were initiated by following, directing and 
redirecting, respectively.   
Variables to control. Mixed findings have been reported with respect to gender 
differences in the development of JA abilities. Some studies do not find consistent gender 
patterns regarding the amount of time spent in various states of engagement during mother-
child interactions (e.g., Bakeman & Adamson, 1984). Yet other studies have found otherwise. 
For example, Baron-Cohen (2002; 2003) proposed the “extreme male brain” hypothesis of 
autism which likens the comparison between male and female brains to that between people 
with and without autism. The hypothesis theorizes that the male information processing 
mechanism is less well adapted to comprehending the mental states of others, as compared to 
the female brain. Thus, men tend to have lower sensitivity to eye gaze information and poorer 
JA abilities than women. In another study, Bayliss and colleagues (2005) found that male 
college students performed worse than female college students at orienting to the direction of 
eye gaze, and thus did not process eye gaze as efficiently as females did. If there is a strong 
biological component in gender differences, then the effects of these differences are likely to 
be present from birth. Indeed, as compared to their male counterparts, 12 month old female 
infants made more eye contact (Lutchmaya, Baron-Cohen, & Raggatt, 2002) and performed 
significantly better across all communicative elements assessed by the Early Social 
Communication Scales, including IJA, RJA, initiating object requesting, responding to 
requesting and responding to social interaction (Olafsen, Rønning, Kaaresen, Ulvund, 
Handegård, & Dahl, 2006). However, gender differences are not a key interest in the present 
study and will instead be controlled for in the analyses conducted. 
Besides gender, socioeconomic status (hereafter SES) is one of the most consistent 
demographic factors associated with poorer child language development. Studies have 
reported that children from lower SES families have smaller vocabularies, poorer ability to 
answer complex questions, and tend to use less language with others, as compared to those 
from higher SES families (e.g., Dollaghan et al., 1999; Feagans & Fendt, 1991; Fenson et al., 
1994; Hoff, 2003; Hoff & Tian, 2005; Hoff-Ginsberg, 1991). 
SES is often operationalised in terms of parents’ education, occupation, and income. 
In early language research, the SES component with the largest influence seems to be 
education, in particular maternal education. This is likely due to the high tendency of mothers 
to be involved in daily interactions with the child and providing opportunities for 




language development has suggested that maternal parenting style may explain how SES is 
related to child language. For example, mothers’ positive stimulating behaviour during 
interactions with their child at 12 months was found to mediate the relation between 
environmental risk (SES and mother’s psychological functioning) and child language at 36 
months (Morissett, Barnard, Greenberg, Booth, & Spieker, 1990); and maternal sensitivity 
was found to partially mediate SES and child language (Raviv, Kessenich, & Morrison,  
2004). The effects of SES on JA, maternal behaviours and vocabulary are not a key interest in 
the current study and will only be included as a control variable in the analyses conducted.  
As outlined earlier, this study will examine the link between verbal and nonverbal 
maternal behaviours during observed mother-infant interactions and infant’s subsequent 
vocabulary size. However, there may be a discrepancy in the language that the infant is 
exposed to in the presence of his or her mother usually in the home environment and during 
the observed interaction. For example, a mother may communicate with her infant at home 
using mostly a mother-tongue language (i.e., Mandarin, Malay or Tamil) and only a small 
proportion of English, whereas she may talk to her infant using mostly English during the 
observed interaction. It is possible that this infant may not be accustomed to interacting with 
his or her mother in English and may not respond as naturally as compared to an infant who 
is exposed to his or her mother communicating to him or her in English both at home and 
during the observed interaction.  
In this study, parents report their infant’s vocabulary repertoire in either only English 
or in both English and a mother-tongue language that they use at home. If a mother uses 
mostly English with her infant during the observed interaction, while much of the infant’s 
subsequent vocabulary constitutes non-English words, the amount of English that the mother 
normally uses with her infant at home may influence the association between mother’s 
English speech during the interaction and the infant’s acquisition of words as measured later 
on. Thus, it is important to control for the proportion of exposure to English from mothers, 
which refers to the amount of exposure to English contributed by mothers as a ratio of the 
total amount of English that infants are exposed to from all their caregivers in their 
environment.  
Summary of research objectives. This study examines how passive JA interactions 
and different maternal behaviours during these passive JA interactions can account for 




infant dyads participated in an observation task, where the duration of passive JA episodes 
and maternal behaviours that initiate and sustain these JA episodes were assessed. These 
measures were used as predictors of parent-reported total conceptual expressive vocabulary 
that was assessed at 18 months.  
The research question in the current study concerns how passive JA and maternal 
behaviours may predict vocabulary size. The first objective was to examine the association 
between total duration of passive JA episodes that were initiated by different maternal 
behaviours and subsequent vocabulary size. The total duration of episodes initiated by 
following is expected to be related to larger vocabulary and the relation between the total 
durations of episodes initiated by directing and redirecting with vocabulary size will be 
explored. 
The second objective was to explore if maternal initiating and attention-sustaining 
behaviours would be associated with subsequent vocabulary size. The number of times 
mothers initiate episodes by following into their infant’s attention is expected to be related to 
larger vocabulary. This study will also explore whether the number of times mothers initiate 
episodes by directing or redirecting, and whether the average number of sustaining 
behaviours during different types of episodes will be related to subsequent vocabulary size. 
The third objective was to explore if maternal initiating and sustaining behaviours 
were associated with the duration of passive JA episodes. The number of times mothers 
initiate episodes by following is expected to relate to longer duration of episodes initiated by 
following. The relationship between the number of episodes initiated by directing and 
redirecting with the total duration of episodes initiated by directing and redirecting, 
respectively, will be explored. The average number of sustaining behaviours mothers 
displayed during each type of episode is expected to be related to longer average duration of 
those episodes.  
In addition, the fourth objective was to explore the relationship between the different 
ways that mothers initiate JA with their infant and the average number of sustaining 
behaviours they display during each type of episode. In other words, will maternal initiating 
behaviours be differently associated with the average number of sustaining behaviours in 






Forty-four mother-infant dyads were recruited from various hospitals as part of the 
largest and most comprehensive nation-wide birth cohort study in Singapore: Growing Up in 
Singapore towards Healthy Outcomes (GUSTO). Pregnant mothers attending their first 
trimester ultrasound scanning sessions were invited to participate in this study that aims to 
examine whether mothers’ diet and lifestyle during pregnancy affect their babies’ growth 
after birth, up to three years of age. 
At the time of this study, the infants (22 girls, 22 boys) were six months old (mean 
age = 6.17 months, SD = 0.28), were healthy and full term (mean gestation length = 38.30 
weeks, SD = 1.66; mean birth weight = 3096.95 grams, SD = 413.98), and came from two-
parent families. The mean age of mothers was 32.06 years (SD = 5.26), and had a mean of 
13.52 years of education (SD = 2.49). None of the mothers experienced prior and/or current 
depressive symptoms. 75.0% (n = 33) of the mothers were the main caregivers of their infants. 
All infants were from bilingual families and had been exposed to two different 
languages from birth. In the current sample of bilingual families, both parents and other 
caregivers that include paternal and maternal grandparents and domestic helpers or nannies 
know at least two languages – English and their mother tongue, which can be Mandarin, 
Malay or Tamil. But this does not mean that all these caregivers will use both languages in 
the presence of the infant. Both parents and other caregivers may speak only one language; 
both parents and other caregivers may speak both languages – English and Mandarin or 
Malay or Tamil; both parents may speak only one language and the other caregivers may 
speak only the other language; or both parents may speak both languages and the other 
caregivers may only speak one language.  
Infants exposed to the first pattern of caregiver language use in their environment can 
be considered to be dominant bilinguals, since they hear mainly one language from their 
caregivers but may also hear another language from other sources in their environment. 
Infants exposed to the other patterns of caregiver language use in their environment may be 
dominant or balanced bilinguals depending on the absolute proportion of English and 
Mandarin or Malay or Tamil that they are exposed to. In the current sample, 77.3% (n = 34) 





6-month visit. At 6 months, all 44 mothers and infants visited the St Andrew’s 
Community Hospital for neurocognitive testing. They engaged in a series of five 
neurocognitive tasks which included (a) differed imitation task part 1; (b) computer tasks – 
habituation, visual expectation and relational binding; (c) mother-infant interaction 
observation; (d) electroencephalography (EEG) measurement; and (e) differed imitation task 
part 2.   
The current study will focus on the mother-infant interaction session. All mother-
infant interactions took place in an enclosed carpeted room that had a built-in microphone 
and a one-way mirror on one of the walls. The only items in the room included a baby high 
chair and a colourful mat. Mothers were initially invited by the experimenter to play with 
their infant as they normally would without toys for five minutes. After five minutes, the 
experimenter returned to the room and brought out a standard set of toys. Mothers were then 
instructed to play with their child as they normally would for ten minutes, using the toys 
provided. The experimenter re-entered the room after ten minutes to end the interaction 
session. Another experimenter recorded both the no-toy-play and toy-play interactions with a 
video camera behind the one-way mirror. All mothers gave written informed consent to being 
filmed during the mother-infant interaction session in the room. 
18-month visit. At 18 months, parents completed the toddler version of the Singapore 
Communicative Development Inventories (SCDI; Tan, 2009) which assessed infants’ 
expressive vocabulary. Parents were told to complete the SCDIs in the languages that their 
infant was exposed to.  
Measures 
Total conceptual vocabulary. The Singapore Communicative Development 
Inventories (SCDI; Tan, 2009) was used to assess individual differences in children’s 
vocabulary at 18 months. This set of inventories includes the Singapore English, Mandarin, 
Malay, and Tamil Communicative Development Inventories (referred to as the SECDIs, 
SCCDIs, SMCDIs, and STCDIs respectively).  
To accommodate the variety of English spoken in Singapore, the SECDI was adapted 
from the Words and Sentences version of the MacArthur Communicative Development 
Inventories (MCDI; Fenson et al., 1994), which is designed to measure communicative skills 




SECDI were items with referents that are unfamiliar to typical young children in Singapore, 
such as boots, gloves, mittens, snow, and snowman; and lexical items that are not commonly 
used in Singapore English, such as popsicle and soda. Other lexical items which are not 
commonly used in Singapore English, such as crib, gas station, jello, jelly, pudding, and 
sidewalk were replaced with cot, petrol station, jelly, jam, dessert, and pavement. Words that 
children in Singapore would find familiar, but were not included in the MCDI, were included 
in the SECDI. Examples of these words are fly, lizard, mosquito, snail, spider, taxi, umbrella, 
and van (Tan, 2010).   
The SCCDI, SMCDI and STCDI were adapted from the SECDI to accommodate the 
variety of Mandarin, Malay, and Tamil spoken in Singapore, and contain 603, 558 and 634 
words respectively. Lexical items in the SECDI were translated to Singapore Mandarin, 
Malay, and Tamil. Translations were carried out by two independent fluent speakers of both 
languages for each of the Mandarin, Malay, and Tamil inventories. Not all translated items 
had a one-to-one lexical match in both languages. Some English items had two translation 
equivalents in the other languages (Tan, 2010). For example, cut in English corresponded 
with 剪 (jian3) and 切 (qie1) in Mandarin, and broken in English corresponded to patah and 
pecah in Malay. In other cases, two English items corresponded to one translation equivalent 
in the other languages. For example, look and see in English translated to 看 (kan4) in 
Mandarin, and soft and gentle in English translated to lembut in Malay.  
 In this study, it was mandatory for all parents to complete the English version of the 
SCDI. In addition, they could opt to complete the Mandarin, Malay, or Tamil version if they 
wanted to, depending on their choice of second-language used at home. In each inventory, 
parents ticked the words that their child can understand and say (expressive vocabulary). 
Vocabulary was operationalised in terms of conceptual vocabulary – the number of different 
lexicalised meanings across the two languages. For children whose parents only filled in the 
English SCDI, their measure of vocabulary was the total number of words ticked in that 
inventory. For children whose parents filled in both the English and the Mandarin or Malay 
or Tamil SCDIs, their measure of vocabulary was the total count of different word meanings, 
regardless of translation equivalents.  




Transcription. Only the ten-minute toy-play interaction was transcribed and coded in 
the current study. The video recordings of the mother-infant interactions were transcribed 
from the moment when the toys were brought into the room up to the moment when the 
experimenter entered the room to end the interaction session. A group of undergraduate 
students from the National University of Singapore transcribed the videos. Transcriptions 
were conducted using the CHAT system which refers to a standardized format that translates 
face-to-face conversational interactions into computerised transcripts (MacWhinney, 2000). 
Subsequently, two independent coders coded the videos for episodes of passive JA and 
various maternal behaviours that occurred during the ten-minute interaction. 
Coding of passive joint attention. An episode of passive JA began when either 
mother or infant initiated interaction with the other party, after which, both parties 
simultaneously focused their attention on the same toy for a period of at least 3 seconds 
(following the methods of Tomasello & Todd, 1983). An episode was terminated when either 
mother or infant focused their attention away from the toy for a period of at least 4 seconds.  
These ten-minute observed interactions were coded for (a) total follow-duration – the 
total amount of time spent by dyads in episodes that were initiated by maternal following; (b) 
total direct-duration – the total amount of time spent in episodes that were initiated by 
maternal directing; and (c) total redirect-duration – the total amount of time spent in episodes 
that were initiated by maternal redirecting. 
Coding of maternal behaviours. The interactions were also coded for the frequency 
of two types of maternal behaviours: maternal-initiating and maternal attention-sustaining 
behaviours (adapted from the methods of Gaffan et al., 2010).  
Maternal initiating behaviours. Initiating behaviours aimed to capture the different 
ways mothers began a passive JA episode with their infant. These comprise of (a) Following 
– mother follows into infant’s gaze towards a toy; (b) Directing – mother directs infant’s 
attention towards a toy when infant is not engaged with any toy or looking at anything 
specific before that; (c) Redirecting – mother directs infant’s attention from one toy to 
another toy. Apart from mothers’ Following behaviour, the other two Directing and 
Redirecting initiation behaviours were coded for Proportion of success – whether the infant 
responded to their mother’s attempts to get their attention and engage in an episode of JA. 




mothers to gain their infant’s attention and infants do not have to respond when their mothers 
follow-in to what they are already focused on.   
Maternal attention-sustaining behaviours. Attention-sustaining behaviours comprise 
of (a) Animate – expressive movement of the toy to entertain infant (b) Verbal directive – 
question or prompts that specify an action to be performed by the infant; (c) Verbal 
elaboration – maternal utterances that name or describe a toy, the infant’s feelings about the 
toy, and the mother’s or infant’s actions on the toy; (d) Verbal repetition – maternal 
utterances containing the same linguistic content that immediately follow a previous directive 
or elaboration; and (e) Nonverbal behaviours. Nonverbal behaviours include show – bringing 
a toy into the infant’s visual field; point – indicating an object but not necessarily only with 
the index finger; demonstrate – an action performed on a toy that involves its function or how 
it works; guide – physical prompt for the infant to perform an action (e.g., mother holds the 
infant’s hand and teaches infant how to play with the toy); and tease – playful action on the 
infant’s body using a toy.  
Interrater reliability. Interrater reliability was coded for a random sample of 18% (n 
= 8) of the videos. Mean Cronbach’s alpha was .84 for mothers’ initiating behaviours, .81 for 
mothers’ nonverbal behaviours, .86 for animating behaviours, .91 for verbal directives, .91 
for verbal elaborations and .90 for verbal repetitions. The overall interrater reliability was 
very high.  
Data Analysis 
Zero-order pearson correlations were conducted to examine how the total and average 
durations of different JA episodes were correlated with one another. The same procedure was 
conducted for the different maternal initiating behaviours and maternal sustaining behaviours. 
Subsequently, correlations were conducted to examine the associations among JA durations, 
maternal initiating and sustaining behaviours, and vocabulary size, in the order described 
below.  
The first objective of the analyses was to examine how the total durations of different 
types of JA episodes (i.e., follow-episodes, direct-episodes and redirect-episodes) will affect 
subsequent vocabulary size. To recap, maternal behaviours can be differentiated into 
initiating and sustaining ones, depending on whether they occur at the start of the JA episode 
(initiating behaviours) or whether they occur during the episode (sustaining behaviours). The 




episodes by following, directing and redirecting, as well as, how the average number of 
maternal sustaining behaviours during each type of episode (follow-, direct- and redirect-
episode) will affect subsequent vocabulary size.  
As discussed in the introduction, the total duration of episodes may be influenced by 
the quantity of different maternal behaviours. The third objective was to examine how 
different maternal initiating and sustaining behaviours will affect the duration of different JA 
episodes. The average duration of episodes initiated by following, directing or redirecting 
will be correlated with the total duration of the same types of episodes. To determine the 
factors that contribute to the duration of these different types of JA episodes, the average 
number of sustaining behaviours in different types of episodes will be correlated with the 
average durations of the same types of episodes. Next, the number of different maternal 
initiating behaviours will be correlated with the total duration of the same type of episodes. 
The fourth objective was to examine if the number of different maternal initiating 
behaviours will be correlated with the average number of maternal sustaining behaviours, for 
each type of JA episode. 
Two sets of regressions analyses were conducted to explore if the total durations of 
different types of JA episodes and different maternal behaviours predicted vocabulary size, 
and to explore the relative importance of the different maternal behaviours that predicted the 
total duration of different types of JA episodes. These regression analyses will control for the 
gender of the infants, the SES of the infants’ families in terms of maternal education and the 
proportion of exposure to English from their mothers. These variables will be controlled for 
only if they correlate significantly with the dependent variables of total duration of follow-
episodes, direct-episodes and redirect-episodes, and vocabulary.  
Results 
Descriptive Statistics  
A total of 44 mother-infant dyads were recruited for the current study. The means and 
standard deviations for the measures of passive JA episode duration, and maternal initiating 
and sustaining behaviours at 6 months, and total conceptual vocabulary at 18 months are 





Means (and Standard Deviations) for 6-Month JA Durations, Maternal Initiating and Sustaining Behaviours, 
and 18-Month Vocabulary  
  Mean SD 
Total duration of JA episode   
 Total follow-duration 70.09 60.28 
 Total direct-duration 184.55 99.64 
 Total redirect-duration 100.98 68.26 
    
Average duration of JA episode   
 Average follow-duration 16.80 17.91 
 Average direct-duration 23.99 25.37 
 Average redirect-duration 13.88 17.85 
    
Initiating behaviours   
 Following 4.45 3.44 
 Directing 10.91 6.94 
 Redirecting 11.66 9.16 
    
Sustaining behaviours 
a
   
 Follow-nonverbal 0.67 0.86 
 Follow-animate 0.03 0.13 
 Follow-directives 0.64 0.98 
 Follow-elaborations 1.33 2.02 
 Follow-repetitions 0.53 0.85 
    
 Direct-nonverbal 1.29 1.14 
 Direct -animate 0.03 0.09 
 Direct -directives 0.89 0.82 
 Direct -elaborations 1.77 1.54 
 Direct -repetitions 0.69 0.75 
    
 Redirect-nonverbal 0.85 1.14 
 Redirect -animate 0.03 0.10 
 Redirect -directives 0.66 0.89 
 Redirect -elaborations 1.30 2.27 
 Redirect -repetitions 0.47 0.62  
    
Vocabulary 86.95 107.45 
Note: 
a
 Number of sustaining behaviours averaged across episodes, see methods for details. 
Correlations among Maternal Behaviours and Passive JA Durations 
 Initiating behaviours.  Table 2 shows the correlations among different maternal 
initiating behaviours. The number of times mothers initiated JA episodes by following was 
positively correlated with the number of times mothers initiated episodes by redirecting, and 
marginally negatively correlated with the number of times mothers initiated episodes by 




into their infant’s attention were more likely to initiate episodes by redirecting their infant’s 
attention from one object to another. Furthermore, mothers who tended to follow into their 
infant’s attention were also less likely to initiate episodes by directing their infant’s attention 
to an object when the infant was not initially engaged with any object.  
Table 2 
Correlations among Initiating Behaviours  
 Following Directing Redirecting 
Following    
Directing -.29
+
   




Sustaining behaviours. For each of the different types of JA episodes, the average 
number of maternal nonverbal behaviours during the episodes was positively correlated with 
the average number of verbal directives, elaborations and repetitions, as shown in Table 3. 
These verbal behaviours were all correlated to one another within the same type of episode. 
Mothers who tended to show toys, point, demonstrate toys, guide and tease were more likely 
to verbalise about the play activity when engaged in JA with their infant, regardless of 
whether the episode was initiated by following, directing or redirecting their infant’s attention. 
In addition, the average number of attention-sustaining behaviours during follow-
episodes was positively correlated with the average number of sustaining behaviours during 
redirect-episodes, with the exception of animating behaviours. Thus, mothers who tended to 
engage in nonverbal and verbal behaviours during follow-episodes were more likely to do the 
same during redirect-episodes.  
JA durations. The total durations of episodes initiated by following, directing, and 
redirecting were all inter-correlated, as shown in Table 4. The total duration of follow-
episodes and redirect-episodes were positively related. Dyads that spent more time in follow-
episodes were more likely to spend more time in redirect-episodes. However, total duration 
of follow-episodes and redirect-episodes were independently negatively related to the total 
duration of direct-episodes. Dyads that spent more time in episodes initiated by following and 







Table 3  
Correlations among Sustaining Behaviours 
a 
 
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
1. Follow-nonverbal                
2. Follow-animate -.06               
3. Follow-directives .53** -.05              
4. Follow-elaborations .60** -.03 .48**             
5. Follow-repetitions .60** .20 .76** .55**            
6. Direct-nonverbal .31* -.09 .07 .21 .10           
7. Direct -animate .07 .81** -.09 -.02 .30* .03          
8. Direct -directives .03 -.11 .12 .09 .10 .66** -.17         
9. Direct -elaborations .32* -.16 .02 .29
+
 .13 .76** -.03 .73**        
10. Direct -repetitions .09 .06 .12 .24 .24 .51** .13 .40** .54**       
11. Redirect-nonverbal .58** .02 .59* .46** .65** .26
+
 -.06 .17 .13 ..29
+
      
12. Redirect -animate .06 -.06 -.05 -.02 .05 -.09 .02 -.16 -.06 -.09 -.03     
13. Redirect -directives .36* -.03 .55** .31* .52** .38* -.11 .30* .17 .46** .85** -.01    
14. Redirect -
elaborations 
.33* .06 .62** .35* .70** .05 .01 .19 .06 .31* .83** -.03 .73**   
15. Redirect -repetitions .15 .38* .35* .10 .50** .22 .28
+
 .21 .11 .48** .65** .08 .69** .69**  
Note:
 a
 Number of sustaining behaviours averaged across episodes, see methods for details.  
+








Correlations among Total and Average Durations of Episodes  
  1 2 3 4 5 6 
1. Total follow-duration       
2. Total direct-duration -.43
**
      




     
4. Average follow-duration .51
**
 .02 .11    
5. Average direct-duration -.04 .24 -.10 .22   




 .07  
Note: **p<.05. **p<.01. 
Relationship between Durations of JA Episodes and Vocabulary Size  
As described in the methods, the first objective of this research concerns whether the 
type of passive JA episode affects subsequent vocabulary size. Correlations between the total 
durations of episodes and vocabulary size are presented in Table 5. As predicted, the total 
duration of episodes initiated by following was positively correlated with vocabulary size. In 
addition, the total duration of episodes initiated by redirecting was also positively correlated 
with vocabulary size, whereas the total duration of episodes initiated by directing was 
marginally negatively correlated with vocabulary size. This suggests that episodes initiated 
by maternal following or redirecting are better than episodes initiated by directing, as longer 
durations of the former types of episodes are related to larger vocabulary. Furthermore, it 
seems that the longer the time spent in episodes initiated by directing, the smaller the infant’s 
vocabulary. 
Relationship between Maternal Behaviours and Vocabulary Size  
Initiating behaviours and vocabulary. Among the three different methods mothers 
employed to engage in JA with their infant, only attention-following was marginally 
correlated with vocabulary as predicted (see Table 5). Mothers who noticed where the focus 
of their infant’s attention is and followed into it had infants who eventually had larger 
vocabularies. The number of times mothers initiated episodes by directing or redirecting were 
not significantly related to vocabulary size. 
Sustaining behaviours and vocabulary. Only the average number of redirect-
animate behaviours correlated significantly with vocabulary (see Table 5). Infants whose 
mothers animated more toys during redirect-episodes had larger subsequent vocabularies. No 
significant associations were found between other sustaining behaviours during follow-, 




be that animating behaviours occurred more frequently in redirect-episodes than in follow- 
and direct-episodes. However, paired samples t-tests revealed that the mean number of 
animating behaviours in the different types of episodes were not significantly different from 
one another, t(43) < 0.003, ps > 0.10.  
Table 5 
Correlations of Total and Average Durations of Episodes, Initiating Behaviours and Sustaining Behaviours with 
Vocabulary  
  Vocabulary 
Total duration of JA episodes  
 Total follow-duration .34* 
 Total direct-duration -.28
+
 
 Total redirect-duration .34* 
   
Average duration of JA episode  
 Average follow-duration -.02 
 Average direct-duration -.26
+
 
 Average redirect-duration .03 
   




 Directing -.13 
 Redirecting .21 




 Follow-nonverbal -.03 
 Follow-animate .06 
 Follow-directives -.09 
 Follow-elaborations .02 
 Follow-repetitions -.09 
   
 Direct-nonverbal -.15 
 Direct-animate -.07 
 Direct-directives -.16 
 Direct-elaborations -.18 
 Direct-repetitions -.02 
   
 Redirect-nonverbal .06 
 Redirect-animate .35* 
 Redirect-directives .09 
 Redirect-elaborations .02 
 Redirect-repetitions .03 
Note:
 a







Now that the links between the total durations of different types of JA episodes and 
different maternal initiating and sustaining behaviours with subsequent vocabulary size have 
been established, the rest of the analyses will investigate how different maternal initiating and 
sustaining behaviours are associated with the durations of JA episodes. 
Relationship between Average Durations and Total Durations of JA Episodes  
The correlations between the total and average durations of episodes are presented in 
Table 4. The average duration of each follow-episode was positively related to the total 
duration of all follow-episodes, and the average duration of each redirect-episode was 
positively related to the total duration of all redirect-episodes. Dyads that engaged in longer 
single episodes initiated by following and redirecting also engaged in longer overall follow- 
and redirect-episodes throughout the entire ten-minute period.  
The average follow-duration and average redirect-duration were also correlated. This 
pattern is similar to that reported earlier about the positive relation between total follow-
duration and total redirect-duration. This suggests that dyads that spent a longer time in each 
follow-episode also spent a longer time in each redirect-episode. The average duration of a 
single direct-episode was not related to total duration of direct-episodes.   
Relationship between Sustaining Behaviours and Average Durations of JA Episodes  
The average duration of each JA episode is influenced by the behaviours that mothers 
display during the episode with their infant. The third objective concerns how the number of 
maternal sustaining behaviours in a single episode is associated with the duration of that 
episode. Table 6 shows the correlations of the average number of sustaining behaviours per 
episode with the average and total durations of episodes. As predicted, for each of the 
different types of JA episodes initiated by following, directing or redirecting, the average 
number of mothers’ nonverbal behaviours, verbal directives, elaborations, and repetitions per 
episode were all positively correlated with the average duration of those episodes. Only the 
average number of animating behaviours during each episode was not related to the average 
duration of those episodes.  
Similarly, the average number of nonverbal behaviours, verbal directives, elaborations, 
and repetitions per episode were all positively correlated with the total duration of those 
episodes. In addition, the average number of animations per redirect-episode was also 
positively related to the total duration of redirect-episodes. In general, the average number of 




This suggests that regardless of how mothers managed to engage their infant in JA (by 
following, directing or redirecting), once in a state of JA, the more sustaining behaviours they 
displayed during each episode, the longer the duration of the episodes.  
Table 6 
Correlations of Sustaining Behaviours 
a
 with Average and Total Durations of Episodes  





















Follow-nonverbal .75** .08 .49**  .54** -.07 .13 
Follow-animate -.07 -.08 -.07  -.05 -.01 .07 
Follow-directives .44** -.05 .55**  .48** -.15 .17 
Follow-elaborations .85** .11 .45**  .46** -.001 .10 
Follow-repetitions .46** -.06 .57**  .33* -.10 .18 
        
Direct-nonverbal .19 .39** .11  -.10 .51** -.20 
Direct-animate -.03 -.09 -.10  -.14 .13 -.05 
Direct-directives .01 .37* .06  -.06 .44** -.12 
Direct-elaborations .28 .44** .04  -.01 .56** -.17 
Direct-repetitions .20 .18 .20  -.03 .34* .03 
        
Redirect-nonverbal .44** .09 .90**  .35* -.11 .38* 
Redirect-animate -.01 -.15 -.05  .14 -.35* .38* 
Redirect-directives .24 .002 .74**  .20 -.04 .36* 
Redirect-elaborations .34* .005 .80**  .23 -.05 .39** 
Redirect-repetitions .08 .05 .52**  -.01 -.08 .43** 
Note: 
a
 Number of sustaining behaviours averaged across episodes, see methods for details. *p<.05. **p<.01. 
Relationship between Initiating Behaviours and Total Durations of JA Episodes  
The third objective also concerns the relationship between the number of maternal 
initiating behaviours and the total durations of episodes, as shown in Table 7. As predicted, 
the number of times mothers initiated episodes by following was positively correlated with 
the total duration of episodes initiated by following. The number of times mothers initiated 
episodes by redirecting was also positively correlated with the total duration of episodes 
initiated by redirecting. The more mothers initiated JA with their infant by following into and 
redirecting their attention, the longer dyads engaged in periods of JA overall. The number of 
times mothers initiated episodes by directing was not related to the duration of episodes 
initiated by these behaviours.  
Following behaviour was positively related to the total duration of redirect-episodes, 
which is consistent with the positive association between following and redirecting 




JA by following were more likely to initiating by redirecting, and were thus more likely to be 
engaged in longer periods of redirect-episodes.  
In addition, the numbers of episodes initiated separately by following and redirecting 
were both negatively related to the total duration of direct-episodes. This can be explained by 
how longer total durations of follow-episodes and redirect-episodes were related to shorter 
total duration of direct-episodes (as reported earlier in Table 4). Similarly, the number of 
episodes initiated by directing was negatively related to the total duration of follow-episodes 
and total duration of redirect-episodes. These suggest that the more mothers initiated episodes 
by following into and redirecting their infant’s attention, the less time they spent in direct-
episodes; and the more mothers initiated episodes by directing, the less time they spent in 
follow-episodes and redirect-episodes.  
Table 7  
Correlations of Initiating Behaviours with Total Durations of Episodes  
 Following Directing Redirecting 
Total follow-duration .61** -.49** .17 
Total direct-duration -.65** .21 -.62** 
Total redirect-duration .47** -.40** .49** 
Note: **p<.01. 
Relationship between Initiating Behaviours and Sustaining Behaviours  
The fourth objective concerns the correlations between the number of episodes 
initiated by different behaviours and the average number of sustaining behaviours, as 
presented in Table 8. The number of episodes initiated by directing was marginally 
negatively correlated with the average number of verbal repetitions during direct-episodes. 
Thus, the more mothers initiated episodes by directing, the less likely they were to engage in 
verbal repetitions in each direct-episode.  
The number of times mothers initiated episodes by redirecting was negatively 
correlated with the average number of redirect-nonverbal, marginally negatively correlated 
with the average number of redirect-directives, and marginally positively correlated with the 
average number of redirect-animate. This indicates that the more mothers initiated episodes 
by redirecting, the less likely they were to engage in nonverbal behaviours and verbal 
directives, and the more likely they were to display animating behaviours during the episode. 
The number of times mothers initiated episodes by following was not related to any 




lower number of times that mothers initiated episodes by attention-following, as compared to 
directing or redirecting. This could also be due to the lower average number of sustaining 
behaviours per follow-episode, as compared to sustaining behaviours per direct-episode and 
redirect-episode. As such, paired samples t-tests were conducted to compare the number of 
initiating and sustaining behaviours in follow-, direct-, and redirect-episodes. The number of 
following behaviours was significantly lower than the number of directing, t(43) = -4.98, p 
<0.01 and redirecting behaviours, t(43) = -6.22, p <0.01. The number of sustaining 
behaviours in each follow-episode was also significantly fewer than the number of sustaining 
behaviours per direct-episode, t(43) = -2.06, p =.05. Thus, the average number of sustaining 
behaviours in follow episodes was not associated with the number of those episodes as there 
were less of such behaviours than in other types of episodes.  
Table 8 
Correlations of Initiating Behaviours with Sustaining Behaviours 
a 
 




Follow-animate .02 .07 .09 




Follow-repetitions -.02 -.16 -.06 
    
Direct-nonverbal -.18 -.23 -.42** 
Direct-animate -.11 .08 -.02 
Direct-directives -.05 -.21 -.14 






    
Redirect-nonverbal -.03 -.25 -.33* 
Redirect-animate .17 -.25 .26
+
 
Redirect-directives -.06 -.20 -.25
+
 
Redirect-elaborations -.08 -.17 -.22 
Redirect-repetitions -.12 -.24 -.14 
Note:
 a




Regression of Total Durations of JA Episodes and Maternal Behaviours on Vocabulary 
Size 
Linear regression analyses were conducted to explore the relative importance of JA 
durations and maternal behaviours that predicted vocabulary size, as shown in Table 9. Only 





It was reported earlier that the total durations of episodes initiated by following and 
redirecting, as well as the average number of animating behaviours during redirect-episodes 
were positively correlated with vocabulary size. These variables were entered as predictors in 
a regression predicting vocabulary size. The change in R
2
 was statistically significant, 
suggesting that these predictors together explained 23% of the variance in vocabulary size. 
However, none of the individual predictors significantly contributed unique variance. This 
suggests overlapping variance among the total duration of follow-episodes, total duration of 
redirect-episodes and average number of redirect-animate behaviours in relation to 
vocabulary size.  
Table 9  
Regression of Total Durations of Episodes and Maternal Behaviours Predicting Vocabulary 
 B SE (B) β Increment to  R2 
Total follow-duration .46 .26 .26
+
 .23* 
Total redirect-duration .25 .25 .16  






Regression of Maternal Behaviours on Total Durations of JA Episodes  
Table 10 shows the hierarchical regression analyses conducted to examine the relative 
importance of the different maternal behaviours that predicted the total duration of different 
types of episodes, with gender, maternal education and proportion of exposure to English 
from mother being controlled for only if they were significantly correlated with the 
dependent variables of total durations of episodes. Only behaviours that were significantly 
correlated with the total duration of episodes were included in the regression.  
With the total duration of follow-episodes as the outcome variable, gender and 
maternal education were entered as predictors in the first step. The R
2
 was statistically 
significant, suggesting that gender and maternal education together explained 19% of the 
variance in the total duration of follow-episodes. Both gender and maternal education were 
also significant in explaining unique variance in the total duration of follow-episodes. In the 
second step, the number of times mothers initiated episodes by following and the average 
number of nonverbal behaviours, directives, elaborations and repetitions were entered as 
predictors. The change in R
2
 was statistically significant, suggesting that on the whole, 
following behaviour and these sustaining behaviours that occurred during follow-episodes 
contributed 55% of the variance to the total duration of follow-episodes. However, only the 




nonverbal behaviours and the average number of follow-directives were significant in 
explaining unique variance in the total duration of follow-episodes. 
With total duration of direct-episodes as the outcome variable, the average number of 
nonverbal behaviours, directives, elaborations and repetitions were entered as predictors. The 
change in R
2
 was statistically significant, indicating that these sustaining behaviours as a 
group explained 33% of the variance in the total duration of direct-episodes. However, none 
of the individual predictors of sustaining behaviours contributed unique variance to the total 
duration of direct-episodes. This suggests overlapping variance among these nonverbal 
behaviours, directives, elaborations and repetitions during direct-episodes in relation to total 
duration of direct-episodes. 
Table 10  
Regression of Maternal Behaviours 
a
 Predicting Total Durations of Episodes  
  B SE (B) β Increment to  R2 
Total follow-duration     
 Step 1    .19* 
 Gender 36.21 16.56 .31*  
 Maternal education 19.96 9.72 .29*  
 Step 2    .55** 
 Following 9.59 1.56 .57**  
 Follow-nonverbal 25.56 12.02 .31*  
 Follow-directives 17.41 8.44 .29*  
 Follow-elaborations 5.29 4.09 .18  
 Follow-repetitions -13.34 10.13 -.19  
      
Total direct-duration     
 Direct-nonverbal 15.58 18.53 .18 .33** 
 Direct-directives 2.96 23.80 .02  
 Direct-elaborations 25.04 15.33 .39  
 Direct-repetitions 3.72 21.08 .03  
      
Total redirect-duration     
 Redirecting 4.53 .79 .61** .65** 
 Redirect-nonverbal 25.05 10.87 .42*  
 Redirect-animate 148.80 67.05 .22*  
 Redirect-elaborations 1.81 5.57 .06  
 Redirect-repetitions 20.35 15.14 .18  
Note: 
a
 Number of sustaining behaviours averaged across episodes, see methods for details. *p<.05. **p<.01. 
With regard to episodes initiated by redirecting, maternal redirecting and all the 
sustaining behaviours in redirect-episodes were previously correlated with the total duration 




was present (VIF = 5.86 for redirect-nonverbal, and 4.14 for redirect-directives). Two 
separate regression models were run, in which redirect-nonverbal was removed in one model 
and redirect-directives was removed in the other model. The model which explained the most 
variance (i.e., the highest R
2
) was used in the current analyses. The model without redirect-
nonverbal explained 61% of the variance and the model without redirect-directives explained 
65% of the variance, thus redirect-directives was not included in the current regression 
analysis. With total duration of redirect-episodes as the outcome variable, all the sustaining 
behaviours that occurred during redirect-episodes nonverbal behaviours, animations, verbal 
elaborations and repetitions were entered as predictors. The change in R
2
 was statistically 
significant, suggesting that these maternal behaviours together contributed 65% of the 
variance in the total duration of redirect-episodes. However, only the number of times 
mothers initiated episodes by redirecting, the average number of nonverbal behaviours and 
the average number of animating behaviours were significant predictors in explaining unique 
variance in the total duration of redirect-episodes.  
Discussion 
This research was conducted to investigate observed maternal behaviours in the 
context of passive JA that influence infants’ subsequent conceptual vocabulary size. Mother-
infant dyads were filmed in a toy-play interaction at 6 months, from which various maternal 
behaviours and the duration of passive JA episodes were coded. Infants’ conceptual 
vocabulary size was subsequently measured when they were 18 months old.  
Duration of Different Types of Passive JA Episodes and Vocabulary Size  
The first objective was to examine the association between the total duration of 
passive JA episodes and subsequent vocabulary size, where JA episodes are differentiated 
based on whether they were initiated by attention-following, -directing or -redirecting. 
Results of the study showed that the durations of episodes initiated by maternal following and 
redirecting were associated with larger vocabularies, whereas the duration of episodes 
initiated by directing was marginally associated with smaller vocabularies.  
In the context of initiating episodes by following into infants’ focus of attention, 
longer duration of these episodes was related to larger vocabulary as predicted. This suggests 
that JA episodes where mums initially maintained their infants’ attention are important for 




(1983) theory that maternal attention-following facilitates language development. Given that 
infants were already focused on an object when their mother followed into their attention, it 
becomes easier for them to accurately map their mothers’ utterances to the object of their 
focus. Thus, the longer the length of time spent in such episodes of JA, the more words 
infants were able to process and learn. 
Interestingly, the duration of episodes initiated by maternal directing and the duration 
of episodes initiated by redirecting was not related to vocabulary size in the same way. 
Although only marginally significant, the longer the duration of episodes initiated by 
attention-directing, the smaller infants’ vocabularies were. Before mothers directed their 
infant’s attention to a new object, infants were not engaged with any object. It is possible that 
infants may be overwhelmed by all the sights in their environment, such that processing all 
these stimuli heavily tax their cognitive resources, making it difficult for them to pay 
immediate attention to a new object when mothers direct their focus to it. Therefore, infants 
may require more time to “settle down” before processing information about the new target 
object with their mother. In doing so, they may have missed out on much of their mother’s 
utterances about the new object, thus negatively affecting their word learning process.  
On the other hand, a correlation in the opposite direction was found for redirect-
episodes. It appeared that the longer the duration of episodes initiated by attention-redirecting, 
the larger infants’ subsequent vocabularies were. Infants were already engaged with an object 
and in an attentive state before mothers redirected their attention from that object to another. 
When mothers redirected their attention to the new object, infants may not take a long time to 
determine the new object and pay attention to it given their already-attentive state. The earlier 
infants realize the target object of their mother’s utterances, the more words they are exposed 
to and the more time they have to process these words, thus facilitating word acquisition.  
The current findings suggest that certain types of passive JA episodes may be more 
effective than others in providing a suitable setting to facilitate young infants’ word learning. 
Longer durations of follow-episodes and redirect-episodes appear to encourage word 
acquisition whereas longer duration of direct-episodes appears to impede word acquisition. 
Since different types of JA episodes exert varying influences on vocabulary acquisition, it is 




Maternal Behaviours and Vocabulary Size  
The second objective of the study was to examine the association between different 
maternal initiating and attention-sustaining behaviours with subsequent vocabulary size. As 
mentioned in the introduction, maternal behaviours in this study were divided into initiating 
and sustaining ones. Initiating behaviours were categorized as following (where mothers 
follow into their infant’s attention); directing (where mothers switch their infant’s attention to 
a new object when the infant was not previously engaged with any object); or redirecting 
(where mothers switch their infant’s attention from one object to another). Of the three 
strategies mothers used to initiate JA with their infant, only the number of times mothers 
initiated JA episodes by following into their infants’ attention was related to larger 
vocabulary, whereas the number of times episodes were initiated by directing and redirecting 
were not related to vocabulary size. 
As hypothesized, the more mothers initiated episodes by following into their infants’ 
attention, the larger infants’ subsequent vocabulary, albeit only marginally. This supports 
Tomasello and Todd’s (1983) attention-mapping hypothesis that following into infants’ focus 
of attention can lessen the cognitive demands placed on them and make it easier for them to 
map their mothers’ utterances onto the object that they are already focused on, thus 
facilitating word learning. Although the current finding is similar to studies on older infants 
that also found a positive association between maternal attention-following and subsequent 
vocabulary size (Akhtar et al., 1991; Dunham & Dunham, 1992; Harris et al., 1986; Sung & 
Hsu, 2009; Tomasello & Farrer, 1986), a different pattern of results have been found with 
younger infants. The only two available studies that examined younger infants found that 
maternal attention-following was either related to smaller vocabulary (Silven, 2001) or 
unrelated to vocabulary at all (Saxon, 1997; Silven, 2001). Given the inconsistent findings 
across studies with younger infants, there is no clear evidence that maternal following is vital 
for word learning at this age although it seems to be important for older infants.  
Infants’ vocabulary size was not affected by the number of times their mothers 
initiated episodes by directing or redirecting their attention. This is similar to studies with 
younger infants where maternal attention-switching at 3 (Silven, 2001), 6 and 8 months 
(Saxon, 1997) was not related to vocabulary size in their second year. Furthermore, the 
current findings are in line with results from the only other study that measured both maternal 
directing and redirecting, in that maternal directing was not associated with vocabulary in 




found that maternal redirecting predicted smaller vocabulary although the current analyses 
show that redirecting was not associated with vocabulary size. The current findings also 
differ from most studies with older infants that have demonstrated the adverse effects of 
attention-switching on infants’ vocabulary development (e.g., Harris et al., 1986; Sung & Hsu, 
2009; Tomasello & Farrer, 1986). Taken together, it appears that attention-directing and 
attention-redirecting influence younger infants differently from older infants. Perhaps 
maternal behaviours that shift infants’ attention do not frustrate younger infants as much as 
they do with older infants (Saxon, 1997). Findings of a similar pattern with this age group in 
future studies could provide further support for this view.  
Another aspect of the second objective concerns the association between maternal 
attention-sustaining behaviours and infants’ subsequent vocabulary size. As mentioned earlier, 
sustaining behaviours were categorized as nonverbal behaviours – which included toy-
showing, toy-demonstrating, pointing, guiding, and teasing; animating behaviours; verbal 
directives; verbal elaborations; and verbal repetitions.  
Contrary to the prediction that the average number of sustaining behaviours would be 
related to larger vocabulary, most categories of sustaining behaviours in this study were not 
found to be associated with vocabulary size, regardless of the type of episode they occurred 
in. This is similar to some studies conducted with both older and younger infants, in that 
separate categories of nonverbal behaviours (Karrass et al., 2002; Stevens et al., 1998) and 
verbalisations (Karrass et al., 2002) were not associated with subsequent vocabulary size. 
However, there were other previous findings where separate categories of nonverbal and 
verbal behaviours (Karrass et al., 2002; Rollins, 2003; Ruddy & Bornstein, 1982; Stevens et 
al., 1998) as well as categories that combined different nonverbal and verbal behaviours 
(Tamis-LeMonda & Bornstein, 1989) did facilitate the acquisition of larger vocabulary in 
both older and younger infants. Across existing studies, there is no consistent evidence that 
purely nonverbal or purely verbal behaviours can effectively sustain the attention of infants in 
this age group. A possible reason for these mixed findings could lie in the ways that different 
studies grouped different types of nonverbal (e.g., pointing, toy-showing, toy-demonstrating, 
assisting) and verbal (e.g., elaborations, directives) behaviours. For example, studies that 
found a positive link may have grouped together in the same category only behaviours that 
facilitated word learning, whereas studies that did not find an association may have grouped 
together in the same category behaviours that were beneficial and behaviours that had no 




of various types of verbal and nonverbal behaviours, both individually and grouped, on word 
learning. 
In addition, the results of the current study also show that only the average number of 
animating behaviours that occurred during redirect-episodes was related to larger vocabulary. 
It is noteworthy that the categories analysed by previous studies either included only 
nonverbal or only verbal behaviours (Karrass et al., 2002; Rollins, 2003; Ruddy & Bornstein, 
1982; Stevens et al., 1998), or grouped various nonverbal and verbal behaviours together 
(Tamis-LeMonda & Bornstein, 1989). The current study is thus the first to measure a 
maternal attention-sustaining behaviour that is both nonverbal and verbal in nature – 
animating behaviours, in addition to the category of only nonverbal behaviours and the 
categories of only verbal behaviours. Taken together, the present findings concerning 
attention-sustaining behaviours in relation to vocabulary size suggest that, at least for the 
current sample of younger infants, maternal behaviours that are simultaneously nonverbal and 
verbal in nature are more effective than purely nonverbal or purely verbal behaviours in 
sustaining infants’ attention during JA episodes. Future studies that investigate individual 
attention-sustaining behaviours that are nonverbal, verbal, or both nonverbal and verbal in 
nature may clarify existing research on sustaining behaviours and vocabulary development. 
Maternal behaviours and duration of different types of passive JA episodes. The 
third objective was to explore whether the number of maternal initiating and attention-
sustaining behaviours were associated with the duration of different types of passive JA 
episodes. Previous studies have examined maternal behaviours in relation to the total duration 
of all JA episodes throughout the interaction session. For reasons detailed in the introduction, 
the current study extends past research by analysing maternal behaviours in relation to the 
total duration of different types of episodes that were initiated by following, directing or 
redirecting. 
As expected, the more often mothers initiated JA by following into their infant’s 
attention, the longer the total duration of these follow-episodes. This is consistent with the 
attention-mapping theory that maternal attention-following encourages dyads’ engagement in 
joint attentional activities (Tomasello & Todd, 1983). Additionally, this theory is reinforced 
by the current data that shows that maternal following can maintain infants’ attention for a 
longer period during the bouts of JA episodes that were initiated by that following behaviour, 




The current study is also the first to present results linking maternal attention-
following and younger infants’ engagement in passive JA. Past research on attention-
following with younger infants were conducted in the context of coordinated JA. These 
studies found that following behaviours were not related to the frequency and duration of 
coordinated JA episodes (Legerstee et al., 2007; Saxon, 1997; Saxon et al., 1997). While 
these studies assessed younger infants’ ability to engage in coordinated JA, the current study 
measured their ability to engage in passive JA which has been established to be 
developmentally easier than coordinated JA, especially for infants in this age range 
(Adamson & Bakeman, 1985; Bakeman & Adamson, 1984; Silven, 2001), which may be a 
possible reason for the different results obtained.  
The more mothers initiated JA by redirecting their infant’s attention from one object 
to another, the longer the total duration of those redirect-episodes. This supports findings by 
Saxon (1997) that maternal redirecting at 6 months was related to higher frequency and 
longer durations of concurrent JA episodes. With regard to maternal directing, the number of 
times that mothers initiated JA by directing their infant’s attention to a new object was not 
related to the total duration of those direct-episodes. These current results corroborate 
findings by the only two studies with younger infants in that shifting the attention of these 
infants to a new object does not hinder their engagement in JA (Saxon, 1997; Saxon et al., 
1997).  
Taken together, the current findings provide some clarification for the mixed results in 
previous studies with younger infants regarding maternal switching and engagement in 
passive or coordinated JA. One study previously reported that attention-switching at 6 
months was related to more occurrences of concurrent passive JA episodes whereas switching 
at 3 months was not associated with concurrent passive JA (Silven, 2001) and another study 
found that switching at 6 and 8 months was not associated with concurrent coordinated JA 
(Saxon et al., 1997). Attention-switching as defined in most studies did not differentiate 
between mothers directing and redirecting their infant’s attention. As the exact proportions of 
attention-directing and redirecting behaviours were not measured in these studies, it is 
possible that attention-switching in general may affect engagement in JA depending on 
whether there were higher occurrences of directing or redirecting behaviours. In other words, 
studies that found a positive link between switching and JA engagement may have measured 
a higher proportion of redirecting, whereas studies that reported null results may have 




redirecting are essentially different behaviours that should not be grouped together as a single 
behaviour that shifts infants’ attention.  
In sum, these results show that dyads tended to engage in longer JA episodes when 
mothers initiated episodes by following into or redirecting their infant’s attention. Contrary to 
Tomasello and Todd’s (1983) attention-mapping hypothesis, the current data on maternal 
redirecting and directing suggest that mothers’ general style of shifting younger infants’ 
attention to a new object does not necessarily impede infants’ engagement in passive joint 
attentional activities.  
With regard to maternal attention-sustaining behaviours, the results generally support 
the hypothesis that the number of sustaining behaviours in each follow-, direct- or redirect-
episode will be positively related to the average duration of follow-, direct- or redirect-
episodes, respectively. For each type of episode, the more mothers engaged in nonverbal and 
verbal behaviours, the longer they managed to sustain their infant’s attention during that 
episode. This supports findings from previous studies that examined younger infants in the 
same age group in that nonverbal and verbal maternal behaviours at 5 and 6 months were 
associated with infants’ concurrent and subsequent ability to sustain attention on objects for a 
longer period of time between 5 to 9 months (Findji et al., 1993; Gaffan et al., 2010; Pêcheux 
et al., 1992). Infants at this age tend to be more passive behaviourally and less active in 
interacting with others. This is where mothers can facilitate these interactions by 
manipulating the object of joint focus more often or by verbalising more about that object. In 
this way, mothers are more likely to be able to constantly engage their infant’s attention, thus 
prolonging the length of time they spend in those JA episodes. On the other hand, if mothers 
display fewer behaviours or talk less after they have initially engaged their infant’s attention, 
infants may take a shorter time to lose interest in the object of joint focus, thus terminating 
the JA episode. 
Interesting findings. An overview of the results reveals some interesting findings. 
First, mothers who manipulated the toy of joint focus a lot also produced a lot of utterances 
about the same toy. This is with the exception of animating behaviours which did not 
correlate with any of the other sustaining behaviours, both within and between different 
episode types. It seems that mothers’ likelihood of sustaining their infant’s attention by 
animating toys is independent of whether they engage in other verbal and nonverbal 




sustaining behaviours and should be categorised separately from the nonverbal and verbal 
behaviour categories. As adapted from the coding scheme by Gaffan and colleagues (2010), 
animating behaviour in the current study involves personifying the toy by manipulating it and 
speaking as if from its perspective. Thus it could not be classified together with behaviours 
such as toy-showing, toy-demonstrating, pointing, guiding and teasing which can be purely 
nonverbal only. Additionally, the nonverbal aspects of being in physical contact with the toy 
precluded animating behaviours from being classified together with other purely verbal 
behaviours such as verbal elaborations, directives and repetitions.  
Interestingly, only animating behaviours that occurred only during redirect-episodes 
were related to subsequent vocabulary size. It was not the case that mothers displayed more 
animating behaviours during redirect-episodes as opposed to during follow- and redirect-
episodes, as additional analyses revealed that the average number of animating behaviours in 
the different types of episodes did not differ from one another. Perhaps the nonverbal and 
verbal nature of the act of animating a toy may be more effective in sustaining infants 
‘attention than nonverbal or verbal behaviours alone. When infants are more interested, it is 
likely that they may pay more attention to both the toy and to their mothers’ speech. Thus, 
they may be more alert during the process of mapping their mothers’ words to the referent 
object, eventually facilitating vocabulary development.  
In addition, redirect-episodes represent an opportunity for mothers to recapture their 
infant’s attention. To shift their infant’s attention away from the previous toy that they were 
focused on, mothers may try harder to sustain their infant’s interest on the new toy and 
display nonverbal and verbal behaviours that are livelier and contain a larger quantity of 
speech. It is possible that infants may find animating behaviours to be the most salient among 
other behaviours as it is more entertaining, and they may then be more attentive or process 
more speech when mothers animate toys during these redirect-episodes. On the other hand, 
initiating an episode by following into infants’ attention may already be a good strategy for 
JA as infants are in an attentive state prior to that. Thus, mothers may not have to try too hard 
to engage their infant’s attention for them to process speech, which may explain why 
sustaining behaviours during follow-episodes were not related to vocabulary size. With 
regard to direct-episodes, it may be more difficult for infants to attend to the new toy when 
they were not attending to anything prior to that. It is possible that infants may be doing little 
speech processing during these episodes, regardless of how hard mothers try to engage their 




not related to vocabulary size. Further studies can investigate characteristics of the various 
sustaining behaviours displayed by mothers during JA interactions to tease apart the factors 
of quantity versus quality that may affect word learning.  
With the exception of animating behaviours, other behaviours in the nonverbal and 
verbal categories can occur alone (e.g., when mothers only show the infant a toy without 
speaking or when mothers speak without gesturing) or occur simultaneously (e.g., when 
mothers point to a toy and say “look at that.”). However, the current study only measured the 
frequency of each category of sustaining behaviours occurring alone, and not simultaneously 
with other categories. It would be interesting to measure the frequency of nonverbal 
behaviours that occur together with verbalisations as these coordinated nonverbal and verbal 
behaviours may relate differently to JA engagement and subsequent vocabulary development, 
in comparison to nonverbal or verbal behaviours that occur alone.  
Second, certain patterns can be observed from mothers’ behaviours when they engage 
in JA with their infant. Mothers who were more likely to initiate episodes by following and to 
engage in more sustaining behaviours during those follow-episodes were also more likely to 
initiate episodes by redirecting and engage in more sustaining behaviours during redirect-
episodes. Additionally, dyads which were more likely to sustain the length of follow-episodes 
were also more likely to sustain the length of redirect-episodes. This suggests that mothers 
who engaged in more behaviours related to attention-following also engaged in more 
behaviours related to attention-redirecting. Moreover, the longer the duration dyads spent in 
follow- and redirect-episodes, the shorter the duration they spent in direct-episodes. In 
general, it appears that directing was displayed by most mothers in this sample, among which 
there were some mothers who also followed and redirected a lot.  
Limitations and Future Research 
First, the current results were interpreted in light of the limited research on passive JA, 
regardless of whether these studies examined older or younger infants. As such, it may not 
always be appropriate to compare the current findings against previous studies and it is not 
clear if the findings in this study are accurate depictions of the actual links between passive 
JA, maternal behaviours and vocabulary size. The findings from the current study can be 
supported only with additional research on passive JA with younger infants.  
Second, another limitation in the current study points to the sample size constraint of 




sample could be an indication of a lack of power to allow significant associations, rather than 
a genuine lack of relation between variables. These methodological limitations highlight the 
necessity of interpreting the results of the current study with caution.  
Third, mothers and infants in this study were recruited from a multilingual society 
where most people understand and speak at least two languages, as compared to previous 
studies on JA interactions that were mainly conducted with monolingual populations. If data 
on conceptual vocabulary is not collected based on parent-reported vocabulary in both 
languages for these bilingual infants, it will not be an accurate depiction of the number of 
words that the infant has learnt from his or her bilingual environment. In view of this, all the 
analyses in the current study were repeated with only bilingual infants whose parents reported 
vocabulary in both languages (n = 42). Infants with vocabulary reported in only one language 
were excluded from this set of analyses (n = 2). The results of the analyses with 42 dyads did 
not reveal significant differences when compared against the analyses with 44 dyads, and 
thus were not reported in the current study.  
Fourth, bilingual infants are typically exposed to two different languages since birth 
and usually acquire these languages from a young age, whereas monolingual infants are 
usually exposed to only one language and only acquire that language (e.g., Bialystok & 
Martin, 2004). Past research has found a general trend that bilingual preschoolers seem to 
have an advantage over their monolingual peers in various cognitive domains such as 
response conflict, cognitive flexibility and more importantly, attentional control (Bialystok, 
1999; Bialystok & Shapero, 2005; Carlson & Meltzoff, 2008; Martin-Rhee & Bialystok, 2008; 
Yang & Lust, 2005). With regard to differences between bilingual and monolingual infants, 
only one study has shown that 7-month-old bilingual infants were better at inhibitory control 
than monolingual infants (Kovacs & Mehler, 2009). In view of existing research that 
bilingual infants are better at attention allocation than monolingual infants, it is possible that 
bilingual infants will be potentially more proficient at JA and at processing their mother’s 
speech. Therefore, additional JA research conducted with bilingual infants may be able to 
support the results of the current study.   
Conclusion 
Not all behaviours related to maternal attention-following, -directing, and -redirecting 
exert similar influence on infants’ vocabulary development. Maternal strategies related to 




mothers initiated episodes by following into their infant’s attention and the longer mothers 
and infants spent engaged with the same toy during these follow-episodes, the larger their 
infants’ subsequent vocabulary.  
In addition, strategies related to redirecting infants’ attention from one toy to another 
also facilitated vocabulary development. Longer total duration of episodes initiated by 
redirecting and higher frequency of animating behaviours displayed during each redirect-
episode were related to larger vocabulary although the number of times mothers initiated 
episodes by redirecting their infant’s attention was not correlated with vocabulary size. 
On the other hand, strategies related to directing infants’ attention to a new toy when 
they were previously unengaged with any object appear to impede vocabulary acquisition. 
Results showed that infants subsequently had smaller vocabulary when they engaged in 
longer direct-episodes with their mothers although the number of times mothers directed their 
infant’s attention and the average number of sustaining behaviours they displayed during 
these direct-episodes did not relate to vocabulary size. The discrepancy in results obtained 
with respect to maternal strategies related to directing and redirecting infants’ attention 
suggest that these strategies are clearly not equivalent, and possibly reflect different processes 
by which they impact on infants’ development of vocabulary. Only a few studies have 
examined mothers’ switching of their infant’s attention to a new object as separate 
behaviours that occur under different situations, as compared to the majority of studies on 
maternal behaviours that have measured attention-switching as a general strategy that shifts 
infants’ attention regardless of whether infants had any prior engagement with an object. As 
such, additional research on the different methods employed by mothers to shift their infant’s 
attention could clarify how maternal attention-directing and -redirecting relate to infants’ 
ability to engage in JA and to their vocabulary size 
Overall, these findings suggest that JA episodes that were initiated by following into 
or redirecting infants’ attention seem to be better strategies than episodes initiated by 
directing their attention, in terms of facilitating word learning.  
The utility of this research lies in its contribution to the literature on maternal 
behaviours with younger infants in the context of passive JA. Specifically, this study presents 
some new measures, methods and analyses as compared to previous research on temperament, 
JA, maternal behaviours and vocabulary. As mentioned earlier, this study is the first to 




mothers switch infants’ attention to new objects. In interacting with younger infants who may 
not contribute actively to toy-play activities, it is important to have a more mature social 
partner who will be able to contribute more to the interaction (Vygotsky, 1978) and facilitate 
the dyad’s engagement in joint attentional activities as well as the infant’s word-learning 
process. As such, examining infants’ vocabulary size and their ability to engage in joint 
attentional activities with their mothers in the context of passive JA is of relevance to this age 
group.  
Second, maternal attention-switching behaviour was differentiated into directing and 
redirecting behaviours, depending on the situation they occurred in. Results from the study 
demonstrated that these behaviours are not equivalent as they related differently to the dyad’s 
engagement in JA. This suggests that different mechanisms may underlie the process by 
which directing and redirecting infants’ attention influence JA.  
Third, this study is the first to separate the maternal behaviours that initiate JA 
episodes from those that sustain JA episodes. Previous studies generally coded these 
behaviours every time they occurred, throughout the entire length of the interaction. However, 
categorising maternal behaviours based on whether they trigger the start of a JA episode or 
whether they sustain the duration of that episode is important in comparing the type of 
behaviours that influence dyads’ ability to engage in JA and eventually influence infants’ 
word-learning process. 
A practical implication of these results is that mothers (or other caregivers) should 
practise strategies that encourage vocabulary development instead of those that are not as 
useful. This can be applied to both typically and atypically developing infants. The results 
from the current study suggest that some JA episodes are better than others in facilitating JA 
engagement and vocabulary growth. Thus, mothers should actively seek useful strategies that 
promote these episodes. For example, mothers can follow into or redirect their infant’s 
attention since these behaviours have been shown to lead to JA episodes that encouraged 
word learning. Mothers can also amplify their behaviours to maintain their infant’s attention 
during effective episodes to lengthen the duration of these episodes. In general, it will be 
better to spend less total time engaged in effective JA episodes than to spend unnecessary 
time in less productive episodes or to spend time engaging in strategies that are less useful.   
To conclude, data from the current study lends support to findings from past research 




activities as well as to their acquisition of vocabulary. Findings suggest that maternal 
behaviours related to following into and redirecting infants’ attention seem to be more 
effective strategies that engage and sustain infants’ attention and interest on a common object, 
and also facilitate word learning. Overall, it appears that vocabulary development does not 
depend as much on how JA episodes are initiated per se, instead it depends more on how 
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Appendix 
Appendix A: Language Background Questionnaire 
Language Background Questionnaire 
Background information 
We would appreciate it if you could fill in the blanks or tick the appropriate answer.  
All information is kept confidential. Thank you. 
Your child’s name _____________________________________________________________ 
Child’s date of birth _______________________________  Child’s gender  Male  Female 
Your relationship to the child  Mother   Father   Other ______ 
Was your child born before 36 weeks?     No  Yes  Gestation _____ Weight ______  
Does your child have a hearing or visual impairment?   No  Yes  
Language background 
1. When you talk to your child,  
a. how often do you use  English?  ____ % of the time 
Mandarin?  ____ % of the time 
Dialect?  ____ % of the time 
Malay?   ____ % of the time 
Other languages e.g., Peranakan? _____________ about ____ % of the time 
b. If you use dialect, which dialect do you use? ____________________ 
 
2. When your husband/wife talks to your child, how often does he/she use 
English?  ____ % of the time 
Mandarin?  ____ % of the time 
Dialect?  ____ % of the time 
Malay?   ____ % of the time 
Other languages e.g., Peranakan? _____________ about ____ % of the time 
 
3. How often do your parents see your child? 
a. at least once a day   
b. at least once a week 
c. at least once a month 
d. less often than that 
 
4. How often do your husband’s/wife’s parents see your child? 
a. at least once a day   
b. at least once a week 
c. at least once a month 
d. less often than that 
Subject number _____________________ 
Version 1, dated 19 December 2008 
5. When your parents talk to your child,  
does your mother use  English?  ____ % of the time 
Mandarin?  ____ % of the time 
Dialect?  ____ % of the time 
Malay?   ____ % of the time 
Other languages? _____________ about ____ % of the time 
does your father use  English?  ____ % of the time 
Mandarin?  ____ % of the time 
Dialect?  ____ % of the time 
Malay?   ____ % of the time 
Other languages? _____________ about ____ % of the time 
 
6. When your husband/wife’s parents talk to your child,  
does your husband/wife’s mother use  English?  ____ % of the time 
Mandarin?  ____ % of the time 
Dialect?  ____ % of the time 
Malay?  ____ % of the time 
Other languages? _____________ about ____ % of the time 
does your husband/wife’s father use English?  ____ % of the time 
Mandarin?  ____ % of the time 
Dialect?  ____ % of the time 
Malay?   ____ % of the time 
Other languages? _____________ about ____ % of the time 
 
7. If you have a maid, when she talks to your child, does she use 
English? ____ % of the time 
Another language? _________________ about ____ % of the time 
 
 
8. If someone else also looks after your child, does this person use 
English?  ____ % of the time 
Mandarin?  ____ % of the time 
Dialect?  ____ % of the time (Which dialect? ______________) 
Malay?   ____ % of the time 
Other languages? _____________________ about ____ % of the time 
 
9. At home, when you and your husband/wife talk to each other, do you use 
English?  ____ % of the time 
Mandarin?  ____ % of the time 
Dialect?  ____ % of the time (Which dialect? ______________) 
Malay?   ____ % of the time 
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15. How much time (on average) per week do ____ spend looking after your child?  
  
Caregiver hours per week  % of the week 
you        
your husband/wife        
your mother        
your father        
your husband/wife’s mother        
your husband/wife’s father        
maid        
childcare centre        
Other _______________        
   Total 100  
 
16. Do you have other children? How old are they?  _____ years , ____ years , ____ years, ____ mths 
 
17. If you did not grow up in Singapore, what variety of languages do you speak: 
 
 Malaysian English  PRC Mandarin  Bahasa Malaysia. 
 UK English  Taiwanese Mandarin  Bahasa Indonesia 
 US English  Malaysian Mandarin  Other 
 Australian English  Other     
 Other      
 
18. If your husband/wife did not grow up in Singapore, what variety of languages does he/she speak: 
 
 Malaysian English  PRC Mandarin  Bahasa Malaysia. 
 UK English  Taiwanese Mandarin  Bahasa Indonesia 
 US English  Malaysian Mandarin  Other 
 Australian English  Other     
 Other      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
